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MELODYMAKERS 

_ 

The new sound of U.K. rock, part two: 
Muse, Ed Harcourt and more. 



THE BEST MUSIC FROM JAPAN... 

M7efrffelb, 
MAYU KITAKI, KEN ISHII, DL, DJ KRUSH, YOSHINORI SUNAHARA, 

BOOM BOOM SATELLITES, L'Arc-en-Ciel, CHA RA, SUPERCAR, 

TAKKYU ISHINO, PUFFY AMIYUMI, POLYSICS, ACO 

L.L 
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STARSAILOR 

CEE LO 

LOCALZINE: HAVANA 

NEIL rIANNON 

GEEK LOVE THE BEACH BOYS 
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STARSAILOR 26 
James Walsh straddles the line between delicate balladry and sweeping, grandiose pop: he's not afraid of his emotions and he's 
finding out America's not either. Richard A. Martin steeps the tea. 

MUSE 29 
Quiet reflection be damned: Muse's feelings won't stop them from rocking you with Queen-defying bombast. Tom Mallon 
feels the classical thunder. 

ED HARCOURT 31 
This bright new voice from the ti K. writes where the wilds things are. Specifically, they're in the walls of his house. Steve 
Ciabattoni calls pest control. 

THE ANNIVERSARY 20 
The Anniversary are full-time members of the Vagrant army, but with Your Majesty, they've broken the emo rank and deliv-
ered a set of revved-up rockers that bow more to the Kinks than to the Promise Ring. Nicole Keiper watches them go AWOL. 

TIMO MAAS 22 
Timo Maas is not just a remixer, dammit. He's reworked everyone from Madonna to Fatboy Slim, but the creator of "the Timo 
sound" wants to change your perceptions with his pounding German engineering. Heath K. Hignight feels the Fahrvegnugen. 

MATT POND PA 24 
Matt Pond PA have always been critics' darlings. With the backing of new label Polyvinyl Records and the string- laden indic 
chamber-pop of The Green Fury, they're poised to become consumer darlings as well. Mike Conklin stops the presses. 

DOWN 32 
Seven years of waiting, 28 days of recording, one Louisiana barn and many, many pounds of dope later, the five members 
of metal's premiere side project have delivered a record that smokes not only all of nü metal but even their full-time bands 
in the process. Dylan P. Gadino finds deliverance. 

CEE-LO 38 
After Goodie Mob got spanked for going mainstream, Cee-Lo found he needed some time alone. All alone. The results find 
him playing both gospel preacher and raunchy pimp. Aliya S. King reveals his closet freak. 

ON THE VERGE 16 
Little, yellow, different: Moth, the Detachment Kit, Ben Kweller, the Baldwin Bros. 

ON THE CD 34 
NERD., Moth, Soul Coughing, Eels, John Scofield, Medeski Martin And Wood, Norah Jones, Playgroup, Takkyo Ishimo, Super 
Furry Animals, the Herbahser. Cee-Lo, Taking Back Sunday. Flogging Molly. Hayden, the Detachment Kit. 3rd Degree. Dum 

QUICK FIX 10 
The Divine Comedy's Neil Hannon strips down, Eels rock with Ray Charles, Hayden shows you around tes room, Kyle Fischer 
wants to love you, Mike D plays with himself. and Fu Manchu is so transparent. And, uni, frolic with Hobbits. 

LOCALZINE 40 
Embargo-jumping in sunny Havana. 

GEEK LOVE 66 
A miniature Scott Frampton takes a surfin' safari with the Beach Boys. 

BEST NEW MUSIC 42 
REVIEWS 46 
JUST OUT 64 
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The weird turn pro 
Do you only pick the weirdo letters to print, 

or are they all just that weird? 

Jessica 

Ann Arbor, Mich. 

After 100 issues of this, we've determined 

that we get what we deserve. —ed. 

Guided by 1994 
If it isn't bad enough seeing nü-metal 

numbskulls Sevendust on the cover, my 

November/December issue arrived in the 

middle of January. While this admittedly 

gives me 11 months to utilize the Holiday 

Gift Guide, it otherwise represents piss-

poor service by CMJ. And who is it exactly 

that represents your target demographic 

nowadays? New Music Monthly used to 

feature Pavement and Pollard/Sprout era 

Guided By Voices. (By the way, didn't Bob 

Pollard learn anything from the Uncle 

Tupelo split? But I digress.) I could be 

wrong here, but Modest Mouse fans probably 

don't want to read about Ozzfest bands 

and rap-rock douchebags. (Ryan Adams 

may be a bad Paul Westerberg clone 

imitating Steve Earle, but he is, relatively 

speaking, a step in the right direction.) 

Personally. I listen to bands like Joy 

Division and Belle And Sebastian to 

escape from the commercialized, over-

exposed crap on playlist radio. Is it too 

much to ask that CMJ uphold the same 

high standards? 

Jason C. Reeher 

Stoneboro, Pa. 

Now entering its seventh year, it's the "You 

don't write about Guided By Voices and 

Pavement anymore" letter! We thought 

we'd celebrate our 100th issue with this 

letter, which rehashes some of our more 

common complaints. There's the recent, 

"You guys suck at getting the magazine to 

us on time," which is indefensible. And 

there's the just plain hoary, "You guys 

suck," which may or may not be true, 

depending on who you ask. Truth is, we 

covered both the most recent GBV record 

and the Steve Malkmus solo disc with 

features, and we've also covered the hard-

rock douchebag genre for some time as 

well—Sevendust and Modest Mouse have 

appeared in CMJ New Music Monthly in 

almost equal measure. Sure, there are 

plenty of folks that would be happy if we 

never ventured from where alt-rock was 

when we started this mag 99 issues ago, 

and plenty who'll be upset if we put an 

artist on the cover more than once. It's the 

way the more vocal part of our audience 

seems to react—we understand that and 

welcome the playful ribbing. Being told 

we suck plays right into our social anxiety 

disorders, anyway. But to nip the absolu-

tionist argument in the bud, at least: We 

won't put Britney on the cover anytime 

soon. (Unless of course that fabled Bob 

Pollard duet comes to pass.) We chose 

Sevendust thinking that they're the class 

of their scene, hoping that we'd please 

enough of our current readers while also 

attracting some new ones—and, well, I 

actually like that record. 

The whole "high standards" thing is 

relative, anyway. What if everyone lis-

tened to Joy Division and Belle And 

Sebastian? I'll tell you, it was like that 

around here a few years ago and it about 

drove me to jazz. —ed. 

Show me the... 
oh, never mind 
I just received issue #98. A couple of 

thoughts: 1) Thanks for the update 

regarding the problems you have encoun-

tered over the past few months. No need 

to apologize, though. It's entirely under-

standable. I hope everything goes well 

for you in the future. 2) Happy 100! I've 

been a reader since issue 30-something, 

so I guess I've received CMJ New Music 

Monthly for five years. Thanks for being 

a prime source of locating new music. 

I've discovered lots of bands and artists 

that I never would have heard about 

without your magazine/CD. Keep the 

music coming! 

Jerry McGuire 

JryMG1118@aol.com 

So concludes our gala 100th issue celebra-

tion. Thank you, Jerry. —ed. 

CMJ New Music Monthly wishes to apolo-

gize for a printing error that led to the 

unfortunate mistakes in the Chemical 

Brothers advertisement on the back page of 

the February '02 issue. 
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If you couldn't tell from their brash new LP, On Top (Tiger 

Style), you'll get a clear idea from these recent live shots: 
New Jersey's Rye Coalition will rock your face off, and they 

won't even feel guilty about it. 

Photo: Drew Goren 





T H E FA 1 N ii . Though they're at the forefront of digital doom 'n' gloom, the ; Faint's frowns might not last long. Here, they're captured shortly . 
before launching a tour with No Doubt and amid rumors that 

they're moving to DreamWorks Records. 
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WEIRD RECORD 
Lord Of The String Samples 

Comic Book Guys everywhere sweating 

for the release of the second Lord Cl The 

Rings movie take heart. Until it hits the-

aters this fat you can spend endless 

hours venturing through Tolkien's fantasy 

world with David Arkenstona's surpris-

ingiy well-done Music Inspired By Middle Earth, ! nfused with all the bombast 

and glory of a high-school R&D meeting. 3ounce gaily arm- in- arm witt hob-

bits along the sprightly " Road To Rivendell." swoon to the Enya-esque 'eve 

theme of the blissfully Liv Tyler-free "Aragorn And Arwen." and tremble before 

the ominous strings of Mordor on -In The Land Of Shadow.- Best.. musical 

aaaptation... ever! AN SIMS 

WORD OF MOUSE - NURTURING YOUR INNER GEEK 

Star Wars geeks are, as a species, to be feared. For every otherwise normal pal 

with a framed Revenge Of The Jedi poster (sent to the fan club before the title 

change, he'll note), there are the AV Club dregs whose first and most recent 

sexual experiences involved Princess Leia in the slave-girl bikini. Toshistation.com 

treads the line between. While unapologetic in its love for ail things Lucas, the site's 

classy collision of vintage pop-culture cool—Bruce Lee. Atari, Happy Days, 

blaxploitation—takes its appeal past those who keep action figures in their original 

packaging. Start with Ês opening pages. changeo monthly and featuring the likes 

of Admiral Ackbar plowing the back 40, Lando joining the Sweathogs for Welcome 

Back. Calrissian or an animated Fonzie dance. Then steal time from the boss with 

its Periodic Table Of Funk and a consistently solid collection of links including "What 

Pre-1985 Video Game Character Ani I?" (blog.ravenblack.netiguievideogame.p1) 

and www.cheeseracing.org. 

-1 0 newmusic • viwsnmcmj.com 
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Answer Me 
The Divine Comedy's Neil Hannon loses his band, his suits and his foppish dandyism, that 

incorrigible popinjay. 

D
apper, witty and self-effacing, Neil Hannon is—and 

always has been—the Divine Comedy. But now that he's 

cut loose his band, released a new record (Regeneration, 

on Nettwerk), and tossed his finely tailored suits in the back of the 

closet. Hannon truly is the Divine Comedy's man behind the 

curtain. As the new owner of a people-carrier (to accommodate 

new baby Willow), the man who mocks shiny German car-driving 

yuppies on his latest release comes to terms with his place in the 

pop-music canon. ,»KRISTY MARTIN 

You're going out on a month-long tour with Ben Folds. 
How do you think you'll do on the road together? 

I met him once, a while back, when he played Royal Albert Hall, 

and he was nice. We've e-mailed each other since; he lives in 

Australia now. I listen to his stuff and think 'If you'd been born 30 

years earlier, you would have been a superstar. If I'd been born a 

hundred years earlier. I'd have been a superstar.' [Giggles] So we 

kind of go well together; we're men out of time. 

Being out of time, what do you think of today's musical 

climate? 

I've got like 13 music channels on my cable now... But it's all just 

nü-metal. You listen to it and think, "Maybe if I was 16, I'd love 

this." Then you're not so sure... Do you know the program Stars In 

Their Eyes? It's a show on British television where game-show 

Goodbye Nasty 
Jet Set Radio Future (Sega for Xbox) 

Beastie Boys fans lamenting the loss of the late, great Grand 

Royal Records should pay special attention to Sego's Jet Set Radio 

Future. Behind its comic-book graphics and its kitschy vision of 

2024 Tokyo lie the final beats issued from the GR camp. The bulk 

is handled by the Latch Bros., a trio featuring Mike D, who provide 

LATCH BROS. 

Zà1,114, 

people come on and they're [imitating] Shirley Bassey or Elton 

John. I was done by someone, you know, "Hi, tonight I'm Neil 

Hannon from the Divine Comedy." You could almost hear a mil-

lion people in early-evening TV land going, "Who?" I was never   

so embarrassed in my entire life. 

Do people bother you a lot about why you don't wear 

the suits anymore, or why your entire style evolved? 

Yeah, we got a lot of that. I basically was bored. You get this sort 

of self-destructive urge to show people you're not just this 

one-dimensional character. In a way, that's such an immature 

attitude, because if you know who you are, it doesn't matter what 

other people think. And that's the way I feel now. I can still wear   

a suit if I'm inclined to—I'm just not as hung up on the whole   

clothing issue. I would like to think the general public didn't really 

believe that I lived on Regis Park and walked two cocker   

spaniels, wore a top hat, used a cane and wore a dressing gown   

while laying on a chaise lounge. 

What will you call your next album, since your band   

was sacked? 

I'd imagine it would be called the Divine Comedy; it seems like a   

good umbrella term. Neil Hannon... I've never been comfortable   

with that being a pop-star name. There's nothing really firm about 

it. "Trent Reznor" works. My name doesn't. 

five original tracks and remixes of GR acts like Bran Van 

3000 and BS2000. Some of the remixes will not appear on 

the retail version of the soundtrack, so they will be 

Xbox exclusives (until they appear on Audiogalaxy, 

anyway). "TOM MALLON 
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MOM 

The Agony And The Ecstasy 

Rez (Sega for PS2) 

Insert disc. Start game. Commence headtrip. Like Tempest on an 

E binge, Rez puts you in the role of a cybernetic "hacker" deter-

mined to destroy a system-wide virus. As you progress, your 

character undergoes a twisted evolution from a crude humanoid 

c=a 

to a pulsating sphere. Every action you perform augments the 

manic techno soundtrack, as enemies flame ou: to synth stabs 

and snare hits. Rez has all the perks of a tripped-out party, only 

with a much smoother comedown. >»,10F FORTUNATO 

Who Wants To Be A $28 Millionaire? 
Pop stardom has its benefits: In addition to televised nervous breakdowns and vicious public scrutiny, your boss 

actually pays you to leave! Or at least Mariah Careys did, to the tune of $ 28 million. Here's how the helpful folks of 

indieland would put it to use. ( Mariah, take notes.) 

  First. I would purchase from Cynthia Plaster Caster the original 

  mold she used to cast Jim Hendrix. Next, I'd have his DNA extracted 

from the skin cells trapped and preserved in the molding medium. 

The bulk of the $28 million would probably go to the actual cloning 

of Jimi Hendrix. I would then use whatever bread was left over 

to pay him for guitar lessons. -- Sammy James Junior, the 

Mooney Suzuki 

- 
it 

For $28 million I could record 5.600 records at my first record's 

budget. But I don't think I would care to; instead Id buy a van to 

replace the smoldering heap in my driveway. Then I could continue 

doing shows a tew more years, and the rest would go into an index 

fund. — Robbie Fulks 

I would buy out Sub Pop. then hire a band like Linkin Park to mow 

my lawn. — Darden Jurado 

If I had S28 million I would pay Toby -I wanna talk about me" Keith 

to either stop pretending he's a country singer or do one of my 

songs. — Rex Hobart, Rex Hobart & The Misery Boys 

1. Have a drum kit built from science-donated human parts. 2. 

Learn to play the clarinet really fucking well. 3. Buy many grand 

pianos and record the sound of them being pushed off a 12 story 

building. —Jon Mueller, Pele 

I'd take S15,000 and splurge a bit and buy a Veleno guitar. I want 

one, so I would then have one. I'd take another small portion of it 

and finish the house t recently bought; four months of working on it 

with my father has provided me the ability to recognize the joy it 

would be to hire contractors to complete the remaining construction 

on it. The rest would be donated to the concept of the Punk Rock 

Mall: a location that is not 

particularly a mall per sé. 

but more of a communal envi-

ronment centra ly located 

within tie United States to 

provide an unlimited experience 

tc like-minded individuals. 

—Brian Sokel, AM/FM 

I would set up grant money 

for a non-profit that would set 

up free women-run practice 

spaces for girls ages 9-18. 

These practice spaces would 

be sort of like community cen-

ters and would have guitars. 

basses. drums, turntables. 

samplers etc. you could use 

for free as well as basic 

recording equipment and 

programs which would train 

you to use the equipment... 

The point of the centers would 

s•onal musicians. Rather, the point would be to encourage all girls 

regardless of training, skill or talent to express themselves and gain 

an awareness of their own power and fluid relationship to culture. 

— Tobi Vail, the Frumpies/Kill Rock Stars 

not be to train girls to be profes-

I'd start a company called Dave's Big Drums. We would specialize 

in making only (get this...) big drums: 26-inch bass drums, 18-inch 

floor toms. etc. Pussies would naturally need to shop elsewhere. 

— Davey Brozowski, the Catheters 
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My Favorite Gear s 
We see right through Fu Manchu. 

ur he clear guitar usually brings to mind the brutal assault of 

hardcore heroes Black Flag. These days, see-through fiber-

glass goodness anchors the desert-dried lysergic rock of stoner 

kings Fu Manchu. "About a year and a half ago, a fan ripped off 

my fuzz pedal," says guitarist Scott Hill. "It was a real bummer 

because those are really hard to find and it was my whole sound. 

[With this], I just plugged it straight into my Marshall head and it 

sounded great. There's a lot more sustain on these--hit a chord 

and it'll sit there forever" Its Plexiglass body (Ampeg's reissue of 

the classic Dan Armstrong model made famous by the Flag) also 

has side benefits: "They're made of a really hard, really strong 

Plexiglass, so if you scratch it you can just sand it and the 

scratch'll come out," Hill says. "Also, they match whatever you'ie 

wearing that night." » TOM ktAION 

for the B-side of Pulp's "Bad Cover Version" single • Ex-Nirvana bassist Knst Novoselic debuted his new band, Eyes 

Adnft (with former Meat Puppet Curt Kirkwood and ex-Sublime drummer Bud Gaugh) to an L.A. crowd thaz included 

flt 
march/aprill2002 13 
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IN MY ROOM 
Who: Hayden 

Where: The music room of his Toronto home 

Why: After three years of a self-imposed hiatus, 

the singer/songwriter is back with a new record 

of low-key folk anthems and tales of the mildly 

macabre. 

Wild wild west 

There's a lamp I bought at a pawnshop that's 

made out of driftwood. There's an Indian sitting 

on the bottom of it. and coming out of the lamp-

shade trying to get to the Indian is a cowboy. Its 

kinda creepy. He's sorta reaching out for the 

Indian but he can't catch him. 

The heat is on? 

I have one of those fake logs with fake fire burn-

ing that spins. 

Pure guava 

There's a monkey statue holding a guava with a 

little baby monkey climbing the mother monkey. I 

got it at a Jamaican store in the market. 

Portrait of te artist as an old man 

I have two drawings that my friend Howie Beck 

and I got done on Young St. in Toronto. There are 

these guys that sketch tourists. We got both of 

our portraits done by two separate guys at the 

same time. They're the funniest ever! They so do 

not look like us. They do them really quick and 

not very accurately. I look like a 38-year- old 

Italian constructon worker and Howie looks like 

some kind of Nordic skier. 

For a more convincing portrait of Hayden check 

out his stunning new disc, Skyscraper National 

Park (Badman). 

INTERVIEW BY PLIE ANT,ETU 

:TO ARTIST APPEARS ON THIS MONTH'S CD 

KYLE FISCHER OF RAINER MARIA 

With Rainer Maria, Kyle 1- ischei sings about the ckepest matte's 01 the head. 1- Lathet emo-

tional journeys can be taken with the plaintive sorgs of his first solo record, Open Ground 

(Polyvinyl). Bare your soul to him. 

Your therapist knows nothing. Try a muJician instead: lovelorn@cmj.com. 

I met this girl, and we've been hanging out a lot lately. I think she's really 

cool, but my friend went out with her a few years ago, and said she starts 

out really nice and then goes totally insane a few months in. He keeps 

telling me to break things off be.lore I hcve to deal with her Sybil shit. But 

it's been years, maybe she's changed. What should I do? 

—Christian, Stanhope, N.J. 

Your "bud" is a jealous bastard and he's trying to put you off the trail of probably the 

sweetest girl he ever dated. Everyone knows women have it way more together than 

men—if anyone was duplicitous and schizoid, I guarantee it was him. And then, in true 

male fashion, he projected it all over her, and told her it was her fault. Drop the bud and 

hold on to that woman for dear life. 

I'm obsessed with music, and that has ar effect on the people I fall for: 

Someone's musical taste plays a huge part in whether or not I like them. I 

recently met a girl who's nice and cute and overall pretty cool, but she has 

the worst taste in music ever. I'm talking Dave Matthews Band and Creed. 

It's making me lose respect for her, and that's making me lose interest. Am 

I crazy? 

—Jim A., Acworth, Ga. 

You've never been more right on. Music is the basis of every variant of youth culture. It's 

the heart of everything that's important to you, as it should be. If she listens to different 

music than you, guaranteed she's going to say "pa-tab-to" when you say "tomato," and 

"gute Nacht" to your "bon nuit." She's gonna vote for TRL over M2—you can forget about 

turning off the TV and listening to vinyl!—and that just ain't right. I do have to say that 

"Crash" song is pretty good though. 

My band's singer started dating an incredibly irritating girl: She's as dumb 

as a box of hair and is always staring at him all dreamy-eyed. She also 

spends all of her time hanging around our practice space, Yoko-style. The 

few times I've brought it up he gets really defensive about it. I want to get 

rid of her but I don't want it to break up hie band. Should I just suck it up? 

—Phil, Santa Fe, N.M. 

Let me guess—you're the drummer. Only the drummer can be threatened by the singer's 

string of good-looking, dewey-eyed girlfriends, because only the drummer's got no chance 

of taking home anything but a consolation prize after a gig. My advice to you: Cough up 

the 30 bucks a week for guitar lessons. They'll pay off in no time. 

Love, 

Kyle 

Dave Grohi I Manic Street Preachers singer Richey James Edwards, now missing for seven years, has been declared 

legally dead • Moby's 18 is scheduled to drop in May, car ads to follow • Pop bunkers the Donnas have left Lookout for 

14 newmusic • www.cmj.corn 
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Five records that jack the soul of 

Eels mainman E 

1. The Langley Schools Music Project 

These versions of these songs are much 

better than any other versions I've ever 

heard, because they're so real. In the 

version of " Desperado" that they do, the 

girl singing it, it's as if she's really lived 

it. And she's probably like nine years old. 

2. Margo Guryan, 25 Demos 

She was a publishing company songwriter 

in the '60s and she did one album. She's 

just starting to get recognized. They're 

just nice simple tunes and she's got a 

really pretty voice. It's kind of tragic that 

they're only being discovered now. 

3. The Man Who Wasn't There soundtrack 

It's mostly Beethoven, but it's Beethoven 

as interpreted by a 14-year-old girl, a 

piano student, which is a pretty genius 
' 

idea. The rest of the music is by Carter di 

Burwell... You know you're doing some- er 

thing right if it sounds good next to 

Beethoven. 

4. Sammy Davis Jr. & Buddy Rich, The 

Sounds Of 66 

It was a live album that was recorded at 

five a.m. in Las Vegas. It really, truly 

rocks, in the best way. They do amazing 

versions of "Ding Dong! The Witch Is 

Dead" and "What The World Needs Now 

Is Love." They're completely fresh inter-

pretations of the songs, and it just puts 

you in a great mood. 

5. Ray Charles, Rock And Roll 

For anyone who thinks they know what 

rock is, they need to check this out. 

There's not even a single Marshall amp 

on the entire album. It just sounds amaz-

ing... you put it on and it just jumps off 

the needle. 

Throw it all in a blender and you've got the 

twisted, fuzz-packed lock of Eels' Souljacker 
(Dream Works). Interv.ew by Tom Mallon. 
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THE BALDWIN BROTHERS 

I
t started in junior high. Jason Hinkle, whose musician dad had 
some recording equipment in the basement, started "goofing off 

and making recordings" with pal T.J. Widner when the two were 

13. Nineteen yews later, and they're still mucking around in the stu-

dio—the sample- rific Cooking With Lasers (TVT) was three years in 

the making. The earlier tracks were largely inspired by the New 

York lounge scene of the late '90s and the '60s artists who influ-

enced it. ("Esquivel, Martin Denny, Berry Lipman—this obscure 

German composer known as the 'Father of the Now Sound.") "But 

as we kept going," Hinkle says, "we started to get more funky." 

Cooking 's track with Cibo Motto's Miho Hatori, "Dream Girl," is a bit 

of both, with Hatori trilling over muted breakbeats and hypnotic 

samples. Although Hinkle expresses pride at how the bassline in 

"Are You There Margaret? It's Me, God" seamlessly combines three 

different basses recorded at three different studios, he makes a 

point to note that the group also includes Jimmy Deer (guitar and 

bass) and JB Royal (turntables) and that, "We really we do perform 

out as a band. It's not like we hit play on the DAT and stand behind 

our workstations." But what about the name? Hinkle sighs. "It came 

from the warped mind of junior-high boys." ,»scorr FRAMPTON 
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EN KIIVELLER 

B
en Kweller's brand of sing-along pop could literally be 

referred to as rock 'n' roIl wizamiry. The Texas-raised, 

Brooklyn-based 20-year-old rides swells of fuzzy guitars 

and sinks into twinkling pop harmonies on his sophomore LP, 

Sha Sha (ATO), with songs that are, arguably, rife with sublimi-

nal messages. In "Harriet's Got A Song," he chirps, "Memorized 

your scent/ Everywhere you went/ Join our Wiccan church..." Is 

this a little black magic, or what? "Actually, I've studied Wicca 

and Earth religions," Kweller explains. "I just find it really fasci-

nating, but it is no way related to Satanism'. The main rule of 

Wicca is 'harm none.— The slight, messy-haired songster looks as 

innocent as the Wiccan rule, but there must be something super-

natural fueling his impressive rock résumé. He started playing 
drums at age four and by the time he was nine, he'd picked up 

keyboards and guitar and won honorable mention in a national 

Billboard magazine songwriting contest. His high-school band. 

Radish, signed with Mercury, went on a world tour and sold to the 

tune of 30,000 records. During his solo career heS already opened 

for the likes of Evan Dando, Wilco's Jeff Tweedy, Eels and 

Dashboard Confessional. He denies that his good fortune is the 

result of Wiccan enchantment, but wonders whether he might be 

reaping the benefits of a well-served past life. "I totally believe 

in karma and everything," he muses, "but you know I'm still 

searching, reading." ›»KARA ZUARO 
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THE DETACHMENT KIT 
B

ands with rowdy stage shows bash up their fingers all the 

time, sure. The Detachment Kit? They injure organs. "I was 

climbing in a ceiling and I didn't [remember falling] off or 

anything," singer/guitarist Ian Menard explains, an impish pride 

in his laugh. "I must've fell hard enough to bruise my appendix, 

which threw me into a weeklong whirl of hospitals and doctors." 

Once you've seen TDK play, the story won't surprise a bit: Menard 

struts across the stage, a maniacal gleam in his eyes, divebomb-

ing into his guitar, while bassist Josh Hight screams as though he 

were being filleted and drummer Toddrick Spalding urges his 

entire body into his cymbals. It's a wonder every show doesn't end 

with an ambulance. But thankfully, the Detachment Kit isn't all 

bloody wails—the songs on the band's debut, They Raging. Quiet 

Army (The Self-Starter Foundation), are born of a brainy-rock mind 

similar to Les Savy Fav's or Fugazi's, angular guitars swaggering 

behind a mix of shouts and croons. That engaging mash of aggres-

sion and intelligence has made them attention magnets, in ways 

both good (an upcoming tour with Thursday, press accolades and 

widespread college radio play) and, well, just weird. "We just rake 

it in," Menard boasts. "The crowds are manic. I've had people grab 

my crotch, threaten to beat me up... We just sort of bring out that 

'Errrrr, rock!' feeling. That's good." ,› .NICOLE KEIPER 
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o have so many people working together for the same goal 

after doing it ourselves for 10 years is just really rad," 

Moth singer/songwriter and guitarist Brad Stenz says 

of efforts behind the release of Provisions, Fiction And Gear 

(Virgin), the band's major-label debut (their third overall). The 

L.A.-by-way-of-Cincinnati quartet's sound is a mélange of 

styles—power-pop giddiness, hard-rocking attitude and new-wave 

angularity—sewn together with catchy, melodic songwriting. But 

having noteworthy pedigrees involved with Provisions has 

helped propel Moth's notoriety, too: Powerhouse drummer/ 

ex-Rocket From The Crypt member Atom Willard drives the songs 

live, and in the studio, Josh Freese (A Perfect Circle) laid down 

rhythms and same bass tracks were handled by ex- Replacement 

Tommy Stinson. Working with Stinson was, says Stenz, "a trip in 

itself. A hero kind of thing. Really cool!" (Full-time bass duties are 

now the job of Ted Liscinski, formerly of New Jersey loud-rockers 

Mars Needs Women.) Stenz's songs weave tales of drunken nights 

and fractured emotions that are sure to enrapture any attentive, 

post- adolescent Weezer fan, but he admits to not being that cal-

culated with his songwriting. "I'm not too goal-oriented," shrugs 

the singer. "The only thing we want to accomplish is just that as 

many people get to hear our music] as possible." .0ETE D'ANGELD 

ARTIST N'PEARS ON 1H1S MONTH'S 
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Greener Pastures 
Indie-rock underdogs Matt Pond PA scored the adoration of critics a long time ago. The 

Green Fury finally takes them from the page to the stage. 

STORY: MIKE CONKLIN • PHOTO: CHRIS MECK 

II
hate this fucking bandname. I hate it," grimaces Matt Pond, 
the singer, guitarist and namesake of Matt Pond PA. Despite 

the somewhat misleading moniker—or perhaps because of 

it—the 29-year-old songwriter is quick to distribute credit to the 

five bandmembers who bring his acoustic lullabies to life. This 

is a band, not a solo persona, he asserts. Initially, he singles 

out cellist Jim Hostetter, beaming that "he's pretty much the 

reason why I do this." But he quickly changes his mind: 

"Actually, every new person to join the band has kind of helped 

to put off my doubts about it." 

Pond's fronted a band that didn't bear his name before—the 

ill-fated big-rock band Mel's Rockpile—but out of a desire to have 

final say on all things concerning his songs, he birthed MPPA as 

a side project back in 1997. Before long, the band began to shape 

into a more cohesive unit. It's obvious that he's in love with every 

aspect of his current band, save the lousy name. 

Doubts still plague Pond, however. While Matt Pond PA have 

always had the backing of a record label—Philadelphia's small 

but reliable File 13 Records released the Deer Apartments and 

Measure full-lengths and the I Thought You Were Sleeping EP— 

the nature of the band creates unique complications. Without the 

aid of a deep-pocketed label, taking a six-piece band that 

includes two cellos, electric and acoustic guitars, drums and 

bass on the road isn't exactly the easiest financial juggle. "With 

this kind of mess of people," reasons Pond, "touring just for the 

sake of playing to nobody, I don't think is a good idea." 

Pond's point is hard to contest, but new backing by Polyvinyl 

Records (home to successful indie-pop acts like Rainer Maria and 

Mates Of State), has already began to clear up some logistical 

problems. Their new full-length, The Green Fury—a lushly 

orchestrated blend of slouchy indie-rock strumming, soaring 

string arrangements and endearingly off-kilter vocals—finally 

hit shelves after being completed for nearly two years. And he's 

now getting the chance to play for national audiences: The 

band's first legitimate tour started this past February, a month-

long trip where they shared the stage with the New 

Pornographers, the Frames, Clem Snide and Call And Response. 

Reactions to The Green Fury have been typical of the band's 

usual overwhelmingly positive press response, but Pond seems a 

little embarrassed to express, even, that with some financial sup-

port, their hard work's finally started to pay off. "I never thought 

this was cool, except it happened to us last week," Pond timidly 

offers, "[but] people were singing along to our songs. I always 

thought that was totally lame, but I was like 'You know, that's 

kind of nice.' I wish I had stopped playing the song and just 

clapped my hands." P.+ 
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JIM HOSTETTER, MIKE KENNEDY, EVE MILLER, JIM KEHOE, MATT POND, MATT RAISCH 
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Golden Anniversary 
Anyone who wrote he Anniversa off as just another cutie-pie emo-pop band: Prepare to 

meet Your Majesty. 

STORY: NICOLE KEIPER • PHOTO: KEVIN KUSATSU 

D
ont you agree, though, that there's no outrageous char-

acters in rock anymore?" the Anniversary's Josh 

Berwanger urges, a cynic's lope in his voice. "Everybody 

thinks there's all these rules you have to follow; when you see 

people getting interviewed, it's like they're reading cue cards. 

Everyone's just a forgettable face." He huffs in disgust. He's not 

claiming to be such a character himself, though—just warning 

that someday, he might be. 

There's a youthful rebelliousness in Berwanger and fellow 

singer/guitarist Justin Roelofs that likely makes them both a 

publicist's nightmare and dream. The two are, as Berwanger 

asserts, "the most confident people you'll ever talk to," and 

unafraid of speaking their mind, even if it bashes the pedestal 

they sit upon. Their band's debut, Designing A Nervous 

Breakdown, was the first release on pals the Get Up Kids' label, 

Heroes 8r Villains, and it provided them instant acceptance 

within the emo-pop community. Two years later, with H&V's 

parent label Vagrant playing pied piper to the sweater sect, the 

Anniversary are quite open about their discomfort within that 

clique, releasing a sophomore disc that hip-checks the Kinks 

and Elvis Costello, with nary an emo-whimper to speak of. Your 

Majesty is swaggering pop with '80s new-wave sensibilities 

and classic-rock grit, with tracks like "Crooked Crown" urging 

you to "move your lips" and "shake your hips." The Anniversary 

are not minions of the Vagrant army, they'll explain, though 

they do appreciate what that association's offered them. 

"Vagrant is the hottest label to be on right now; you're guar-

anteed record sales, but at the same time there's connotations," 

Roelof s explains. "It's a brand name—that can be great or can 

really fuck things up. It's kind of a double-edged sword. We 

wouldn't have sold as many records or reached as many people, 

but at the same time I know if I wasn't on Vagrant I'd probably 

stay away from [its bands]." 

At the beginning, bearing the Vagrant brand wasn't so much 

of a stretch—Breakdown is unapologetically emo. The members of 

the Anniversary have made a point of maturing, though, something 

that shows on Majesty. "Everything is a phase," Berwanger offers. 

"We were really into old rock [for this record]; and Justin and I are 

almost out of that phase completely now. All we've been listening 

to is folk and blues." (Clarifies Roelof s: Hank Williams, Woody 

Guthrie, Willie Nelson, Gram Parsons.) Their process speaks to 

their continued growth as songwriters; they strive to derive influ-

ence from the original source, urging fans to do the same. 

"I always say what I'm listening to, hoping that kids will 

look beyond what's going on now," beams Roelof s. "I'd rather peo-

ple discover the classics; it'll help define their tastes and open 

them up to so much more." They note hesitance in their fanbase 

to branch out from emo-punk, however—a definite source of irri-

tation. But they're hoping that having their take on rock classics 

packaged by a label kids support might mature some of them. 

"Music is about just being open to everything," asserts 

Berwanger. "And trying to get into as much as possible." 
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Seriously Loud 
Everyone from Madonna to Fatboy Slim jocks 's remix skills. But he ain't just a 

hyped remixer, damn you, and he's ready to get Loud about that 

STORY: HEATH K. HIGNIGHT 

T
imo Maas is serious. Serious pounding techno with a heap of house flair and a 
dash of funk. Serious remix work for Madonna. Kelis and Fatboy Slim. Serious 

vacation, even: "No traveling, no stress and no telephone line," says Maas, stern 

of eye with just a touch of Deutsch in his English. "I'd been on a desert island in the 

Caribbean, and I booked a house, not on the beach, so that I don't have to see any fat 

American or German tourists." 

And now Maas wants us to take him seriously in regards to his debut album of orig-

inal music, Loud. Like his well-received mix discs Music For The Maases (2000) and last 

year's Connected, Loud is the sound of the moment, what serious people like Madonna 

call the "Timo sound." It's an amalgam of funk-laden bass rhythms born of Chicago's 

roaring house scene, and punching, almost martial drum loops that hearken back 

through Germany's long history with angular dance beats—particularly Mike Ink, Sven 

Vath and even Kraftwerk. As odd as that mixture sounds, Loud pulls on Maas's nearly 20 

years of DJing experience, which began at age 13 and included everything from running 

his own mobile DJ setup playing radio-friendly party favorites (and the occasional Stiff 

Little Fingers), to working the R&B, hip-hop and funk-centric decks at a G.I. club near his 

village outside of Hanover, Germany. 

That "Timo sound," which has become a staple in the record bins of world-class DJs 

like Paul Oakenfold and Pete Tong, began turning heads in 1999 with Maas's remix of 

Azzido Da Bass's "Doom's Night." Now, the Timo sound is in widespread demand, and the 

originator finds himself trying to conceptualize his latest product. Serious as ever, Maas 

addresses the issue of whether Loud, which contains numerous tracks from previous 

club-focused singles, is a true album. For while the sci-fi techno epic "Help Me"—fea-

turing Kelis cooing into the stratosphere—and Finley Quaye funkiest "Caravan" are 

both as young, fresh and new as they come, there's more than a couple Timo Maas stan-

dards, including last year's U.K. chart-climbing "Ubik." 

"No, we didn't have the big master plan," he relays, explaining the process he 

and his producer of six years Martin Buttrich went through when crafting the remainder 

of Loud. In fact, Maas and Buttrick feel that the true gems on Loud may not be the 

instant chart-toppers like "To Get Down," a big-beat vocal extravaganza with Phil 

Barnes handling the mic. Some of the tracks, like "Hard Life," stress something 

outside Maas's normally punishing dance esthetic—verging on prosaic guitar 

melodies with nary a beat in sight. 

"We knew we wanted to do something that identifies Timo Maas as a proper album 

artist, and not just as a hyped remixer or trance producer or whatever people call me," 

he says. And if his fans take Loud as seriously as he does, Maas might also remain in a 

position to keep the fat tourists at bay as well. 
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U.K. rock: It's not just for anglophiles anymore. In part two 

of our series, we take a look at Starsailor, a band set to cam' 

the momentum created by Coldplay and Travis, as well as the 

gently skewed singer/songwriter Ed Harcourt and a band 

that rocks up the sound, Muse. Plus, U.K. journalist Angus 
Batey clues us in on what's new and what's next. 
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Starsailor loves America, 

and with Love Is Here, 

finds the feeling mutual. 

STORY: RICHARD A. MARTIN • PHOTO: CHRISTOPHE RIHET 

James Walsh stands center stage in 
a plain white T-shirt and blue 

jeans, curls of his black hair 

obscuring his forehead and eyes. He 

strums solemnly on his fire-red and gold 

Gibson, then steps to the mic and 

unleashes his surprisingly expressive 

voice as the band picks up on the energy 

and bites into the melody. The song, 

"Fever," from the English band's debut, 

Love /s Here ( Capitol), is performed with 

precision and passion, but when it ends, 

an eerie silence descends over New York 

City's Bowery Ballroom. 
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That's because its soundcheck, and the ciowd of 1,000 that 

will later fill the room has yet to arrive. Walsh bounds off the 

stage and disappears, literally, for five minutes. His road 

manager searches for him backstage, behind the bar, up in the 

balcony—he's nowhere to be found. Then, suddenly, the six-

foot-tall frontman emerges, looking drained and bewildered. 

His voice is nearly shct; constant touring could deprive 

Starsailor of its greatest asset. Gingerly sipping tea ir. the 

club's basement bar. Walsh responds to a compliment about his 

singing with a whisper. 

"It is unusual in this climate for someone to have a voice 

that's sort of, not trained, but worked-on," he reasons. "Jeff 

Buckley and Tim Buckley always inspired me to go further than 

that, and use the voice as an actual instrument." 

It's hardly shocking that Walsh would cop to the Buckleys' 

influence. Starsailor takes its name from one of Tim's best-known 

albums, and when U.K. audiences greeted the band's debut with 

outright love, it released a B-side of "The Way Young Lovers Do," 

a Van Morrison song that was a staple of Jeff's cover-strewn sets. 

A prolific songwriter, Walsh rarely leads Starsailor into any 

covers, though during the band's actual Bowery set, he teases 

Ryan Adams's "New York, New York," and dedicates it to Adams. 

It's a telling statement coming from a guy whose soft- edged 

British accent and emotive songs betray a love of the States— 

where the band has toured at least three times since late 2001— 

and American music. Of course, like many a U.K. musician, Walsh 

realizes the fiscal importance of succeeding on this side of the 

Atlantic, but he's sincere about really wanting to as well. 

"What's so good about America is that it's unashamed of 

emotion. Bands like U2 and Radiohead have always been able to 

find an audience in America, even when they've been out of favor 

in Europe, because Americans aren't as interested in being cool 

and ironic. I find it really funny that the British have thrown the 

Americans [Starsailor] and Coldplay, these emotive bands that 

are maybe naïve and deal in simple emotions," he riffs, then sips 

from his tea. "In return, we've got the Strokes and the White 

Stripes, who are almost English in the way that they look at life, 

and more cynical." 

Walsh adds that he admires the Strokes' brash sound, noting 

that it's the "antithesis" of his own music. That's an accurate por-

trayal of Love is Here, a sweeping, highly reflective album of 

PHOTOS BY DREW GOREN 

"What's so good about America is 

that it's unashamed of emotion. 

Americans aren't as interested in 

being cool and ironic." 

songs that veer between balladry and finely chiseled pop. 

Acoustic guitar and twinkling keyboards dominate tracks like 

the singsong "Alcoholic"—with its rousing chorus of "Don't you 

know you've got your daddy's eyes/ Daddy was an alcoholic"— 

and the dramatic "Lullaby." The band—drummer Ben Byrne, 

bassist James Stelfox and keyboardist Barry Westhead—rarely 

get to rock out, and Walsh only occasionally uses his range to 

reflect bitterness. Even when he does, on the toothsome "Talk Her 

Down," he sounds more or less content. 

"That song came about from going to the same club every 

week and seeing this girl all the time, and I'd made up these 

fantastical images in my head about who this girl was and 

what she was up to," he explains, smiling mischievously. "It's 

got a lot to do with the whole concept that the excitement of the 

chase is much better than when it comes together, because 

when I met her, we didn't have much in common. When she 

started to talk to me, it was a bit of a disappointment." 

Giving things a try and moving on is something of a motif 

on Love Is Here, and coincidentally, it's how Starsailor rose 

from a struggling bunch of wannabe British rock heroes into 

actual British rock heroes. "When we started out, we didn't 

have any success," Walsh says. " It's a strange thing: When we 

were trying to write songs that would get out there, it didn't 

work, because it would seem formulaic. But when we would sit 

down and convey feeling, it did a lot better—that thing about 

not being afraid whether there's an audience for it." 

There's an audience—Starsailor's is growing on both sides 

of the Atlantic. But will it match the thrill of the chase? 1011.114 
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DOMINIC IC WARD MATTHLW BELLAMY HIS WOLSTENHOLNIE 

MUSE 
STORY: TOM MALLON • PHOTO: E. PARINDER 

D
elicate melodies, plaintive reflections, shoes gazed 
lovingly at... all the things that make English music 

great. Well, Muse wants none of it. "England seems to be 

co-opting the acoustic sound and the mellow, melancholic side of 

things, and I've always been into the extravagant big rock show," 

says frontman Matt Bellamy. "I know the [American] perception is 

that we're all these miserable, self-conscious type people. That's 

why I want to go over there and show them what we're about." To 

that end, the trio has devised the over-the-top Origin Of Symmetry 

(Maverick), a night at the opera that melds the classical theatrics 

of Queen with raucous rock riffs and comes up with something 

approximating Rachmaninoff Against The Machine--a far cry 

from the wounded mewlings that have become England's stock-

in-trade. "l'in interested in extremes in sound," Bellamy says, 

"and if it's possible to mix real hard-edged rock with something 

the complete opposite, like classical piano." Origin packs classi-

cal thunder that would do Wagner proud, with Bellamy leaping 

from fleet-fingered piano runs to dive-bombing guitars With a 

whopping six months of touring planned, American audiences can 

expect to see that brought to the stage in a decidedly un-English 

fashion this summer. "Onstage we give as much as we possibly 

can," Bellamy says. "One minute I'm jumping on top of the piano 

and the next minute I'm throwing guitars out into the crowd. We like 

to make the performance as big and grandiose as possible." P41411 
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The 
John 
Scofield 
Band 

überj am 

John Scofield electric guitar 

Avi Bortnick rhythm, acoustic guitar, samples 

Jesse Murphy bass 

Adam Deitch drums 

with special guests: 

Karl Denson and John Medeski 

"Almost every interviewer asks 
me about my past experience 
with Miles Davis. Out of all the 
albums I've made, I think 
this is the one that Miles would 
have enjoyed the most 
He was always looking to take 
jazz to a new place." 

— John Scofield 

Check out tour dates at vervemusicgroup.com 
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THE VIEW FROM HERE 
A handy guide to some promising, yet still-under-the-radar U.K. exports. 

STORY: ANGUS BATEY 

Looking to Britain for new music has always been a fraught endeavour, but never more so than now. The 

certainties of previous decades are evaporating, and the future still seems out of reach. 

If you believe the whimperings of record business executives, the industry is in terminal decline, 

probably because of the Internet. The fact is, though, the warning signs have been there for those who 

would see them. When the U.K.'s publicly funded radio station, Radio One, picked up on Britpop, the alter-

native became mainstream, leaving the magazines that had championed Blur, Oasis and Pulp with an "us 

against the world" attitude looking desperately irrelevant. Melody Maker and Select closed last year, while 

NME's sales are at their lowest ever. Former MM writer Everett True and photographer Steve Gullick have 

been so disheartened by the decline that they've started their own magazine. Careless Talk Costs Lives 

debuted with issue 12 late last year; they're counting down to issue zero, by which time they are con-

vinced they will have replaced the music press. 

These days, you'll just as likely find out about new bands from sources that only four or five years ago 

would never touch anyone outside the Top 20. Saso, lo-fi musical atmosphericists from Dublin, found their 

debut, Big Group Hug (Melted Snow), ignored by the music press but reviewed in The Sunday Times. (To 

contextualise: Imagine Godspeed You Black Emperor! getting its only U.S. review in The Washington Post.) 

Little Barrie, a London-based three-piece that sounds like the Meters playing the Stone Roses' second album, 

earned its first press coverage with a live review in The Independent, the country's fourth-biggest broadsheet 

newspaper. Radio Two—synonymous to anyone over 30 in Britain with the sounds of Sinatra and Bennett— 

has become more of a force in new music than Radio One, playing the likes of Super Furry Animals and the 

Strokes more than the supposedly "younger" and hipper station. 

Little Barrie has emerged from the "new funk" milieu—bands writing new material in a conscious 

attempt to recreate a style and an attitude consistent with the late-' 60s American 45s their members have 

spent lifetimes collecting. Leeds's New Mastersounds has released this 7-inch-centric genre's first 

album, while Londoners the Soul Destroyers, which has unearthed a superstar-in-waiting in vocalist 

Sharon Jackson (think Tina Turner in 1964), is probably the best of the bunch. Little Barrie, though, will 

be the first to break through. The band already has some heavyweight connections: Singer/guitarist Barrie 

Cadogan has been roped in to play on Johnny Marr's new project, and both Oasis and Paul Weller are 

among fans of the group's pared-down sound. 

The U.K. straight-edge scene has been growing in importance recently, as well. While the numbers 

involved are still small, the mainstream media have picked up on the movement, and at least one band with 

straight-edge members, Welsh melodic-hardcore outfit Lostprophets. has found itsetf in the album charts. 

Another powerful groundswell is developing around what's been dubbed "the new rock 'n' roll." Inspired, at 

least in part, by an influx of foreigners like Sweden's the Hives and Americans the White Stripes and the 

Strokes, a slew of new bands are getting back to the trashy, amphetamine-fueled spirit of Rock As Tribal 

Gathering. Look out for snotnosed 45s and attitude-laden albums from the likes of the Speed Killers, the 

Hotwires, the fabulously named 80s Matchbox B-Line Disaster and the riotous Parkinsons, whose members 

run the place to immerse yourself in this new world, the Friday night Club For Losers in London. 

It's a time for mavericks and independent spirits, and there are few who can lay more claim to either 

title than Terry Bickers. The former House Of Love and Levitation guitarist's latest band is so out-there it's 

received no attention at all. Monkey Ts only release, Snowy Peaks, is a mind-mangling mélange of glocken-

spiel chimes, Earth Wind & Fire basslines, a " Norwegian Wood" quote and a singer who sounds disarmingly 

like the Divine Comedy's Neil Hannon. It was also one of 2001's finest singles. Another pioneer is former 

Carter USM guitarist Les " Fruitbat" Carter. He has inaugurated his own online record label, Spinach Records 

(named after his cat), and offers music as "shareware"—visitors to the site can download for free, but if they 

send their shareware fee, Carter mails them a finished CD. The numbers are small, but the system is 

working and is putting more money back into artists' pockets than any of the more corporate alternatives. 

In this environment, where the established order is falling apart, there are some fantastic opportunities 

for those with spirit, vision and a decent record to sell. There's some fantastic new music coming out of the 

U.K.; you just have to dig a bit deeper to find it. 

WHERE TO GET YOUR ANGLOPHILE FIX: 

Les Carter's label: www.spinach-records.co.uk 

Home of the Soul Destroyers and Little Barrie: www.jazzmanrecords.co.uk/starkreality7.html 

Monkey: www.monkey7.fsbusiness.co.uk 

Everett True•s new ma g: www.carelesstalkcostslives.com 



ED HARCOURT 
STORY: STEVE CIABBATONI • PHOTO: STEVE GULICK 

D
on't fence Ed Harcourt in with the herd of tender U.K. tune-
smiths like Starsailor. His ambitious full-length debut, 

Here Be Monsters (Heavenly-Capitol), argues that he's 

closer to that left-of-center pop phylum inhabited by Eels and 

Badly Drawn Boy. "I don't really feel part of any particular move-

ment," he offers from Real World studios, where he's hard at work 

weeding through ideas for the hundreds of songs he's penned for 

a follow-up. "If you get pigeonholed that you do romantically 

induced folkie music, then you can't do garage rock or something 

with a Timbaland beat. People will say you're contrived." Amid 

the nuanced and moody flair of Here Be Monsters, there's always 

something hummable. "I do write some things that are really mad 

and far out," he says, "but I can't help writing pop songs." Masters 

like Wilson and Waits spark his imagination, but not every muse 

is musical. "Where I live and write is in the deep, deep country. 

Outside my window I see a weathervane and a barn and I'm com-

pletely inspired by the beautiful fields of corn and rape. The room 

I record in, all the floors creak and you can hear little animals 

scurrying in between the walls." Like Sparklehorse's Mark 

Linkous, Harcourt's a bit of a zoophile. "Yeah, I like animals, cats, 

dogs.. especially ducks. I think it's the bills." And then there's his 

short film, Raccoon Boy. "I get taken over by a raccoon," he 

explains. "It's like a devil on my shoulder, who manipulates me, 

ruins my life and I end up killing myself." Pause. "It's funny." 
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Go cram your fancy, well- lit 
NYC studio: Down made 
their record in Louisiana. 

In a barn. STORY- DYLAN P GADINO • PHOTO ROBIN WEINSTEIN 

32 newr-nus.c • www.cmj.com 
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M
oments from a moss-packed swamp, cryptic chalk-white scrawls bleed down 
newly painted black walls. Dope, booze and miscellaneous foodstuffs line the 

floors; tractors have been displaced by a pile of analog recording gear, the 

kind you might have found at a Led Zeppelin session 30 years ago. 

At the center of it all stand five dudes from the Big Easy, friends since their early 

teens, who throw Sabbath-worthy dirgey jams in the face of today's weak metal. They 

have taken a break from their respective " real" bands (Pantera, Corrosion Of 

Conformity, Crowbar) and have joined for the second coming of Down, a disc simply 

titled //. And this barn on singer Philip Anselmo's 30-acre property across the lake from 

New Orleans is where they did the deed—everything from writing to the final mix 

unfolded right here within 28 days. (Continued on p. 37) 
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"Great Romances Of The 20th Century" Tell All Your 

MARCH/APRIL 2002 • ISSU 

-13. 
Friends (Victory) 
Purveyors of the tried-and-true emo formula. Long Island's Taking Back Sunday craft 
sing- along chants about yodthful woes. cold Decembers and just generally being 
bummed about girls. Think: The bastard child of Thursday and the Get Up Kids. 

E 100 

14 Drunken Lullabies" Drunken Lullabies (Side One Dummy) 
Irish punk- rockers Flogging Molly offer tastes of Warped Tour- fare drenched in lots 
and lots of Guinness. Meant for those who like a little fiddle and tin-whistle with 
their power Cords. 

15. -Dynamite Walls" Skyscraper Nafional Park (Badman) 
Toronto's one-man folk implosion returns with a mix of quiet confessions and slow-
burning rockers like " Dynamite Walls." ( See In My Room. p. 14. Best New Music. p. 41) 

16. "Never Hear Your Words" They Raging. Quiet Army 
(The Self- Starter Foundation) 
Careening from the slop-stet psychotics of Les Savy Fay to the mature melodicism 
of aui:t To Spill and back. Chicago's the Detachment Kit are a gorgeous musical 
and emotional yo-yo. ( See On The Verge. p. 18) 

17. "Don't Walk Away" Radio 7 (Trashbox) 
Says Adam Blake. the drummer of this Denver power-pop quartet. " Nix the chicks 
witi vocatrs bigger than their chests." So goes the overall attitude of 3rd Degree's 
brand of party- rock. 

18 • Let's Have Arother Beer" ( Botz) 
Their name might be tongue-in-cheek, it might not be—but the Schlitz-soaked 
bellowing on Dum's single could still masterfully soundtrack many a fraternity 
beer- bong binge, 

cut along dotted lines, fold and Insert Into jewel case 
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1. "Rock Star" In Search Of. . (!rirg n) 
The quirky minds behind recent hits by pro: tarts like Britney Spears and N*SYNC 
step out or tieir own with the leftfield hip- hop of tieir oft- delayed debut. 

2. "I See Sound" Provisions, Fiction And Gear. (Virgin) 
1.1.ith the helo of folks like ex-Replacement Tommy St nson and former Rocket 
From The crypt drummer Atom Willard, Moth ma4es power-pop without rapid-
fire palm-fluted chords or put-on punk-rock attudes. Imagine that! ( See On The 
Verge, p. 19) 

3 "Super Bon Bon ( Pt )pellerieads Radio Edit)" Lust In Phan: 
Tile Best Of Soul Couyhing (Rhino) 
Previously unreleased Propellerheads remix from the forthcoming best of from 
the now-defunct kings of NYC quirk. 

4 "Rotten World Blues" Souljacker rDrearr Works) 
Eels' fourth album is a batch of twisted sample-rock as only E could make it; 
"Rotten World Blues" is from a bonus EP incbded with American pressings of 
Souljacker. (Take that rest of the world.) (See Five Spot, p. 15) 

5. "Ideof irk" überjam (Verve) 
The godfa`her of new experimental jazz once again b urs the lines between jazz 
and funk, his time taking on elements of drum bass, hip-hop and dub. 

5. Nana Ride You" Uninvisible (Blue Note) 
The latest chapter in the MMW saga delivers another steamy set of hip- hop-
inflected soul-jazz. ( See Reviews, p. 55) 

7. ' Don't Know Why" Come Away With Me (Blue Note) 
torah Jones is a rock singer whose voice works well with low-key jazz. Or vice 
versa. Just 22, her voice is as soft and captivating as her liquid brown eyes 

E. "Number One" Playgrcup ,Astralwerks) 
Ass-quakinc electronica that runs the gamut from new-wave to hip- hop to 70 
funk to reggae. ( See Reviews, p. 57) 

"Stereo Nights- Jape,' For Saw Vol. Two (Sony Music Japai) 
`J-pop" is tie going shorthand for the Japanese take on Western pop found on 
Japan For Sale Vol. Two. It's an idea more than a sound, incorporating Takkyu 
Ishino's syrth-pop, as well hip- hop ( DJ Knish) heavy techno-rock ( Boom Boom 
Satellites; and airy confections ( Puffy Amiyumii. 

'O. "(Drawirg) Firgs A•ound The World" Rings Aroua 
The World (XL Recorcings-Beggars Group) 
.rhe Super Furries' stock- in-trade is brilliant, visionary pop music. sometimes 
sung in their native. consonant- loving Vielsi This song is in English, for your 
convenience. 

11. "Verbal Animé ( Feat. Iriscience)" Something Wicked 
This Way Comes (Nirja Tune) 
Live hip-hop innovators the Herbaliser (whose lineup has been known to swell to 
as man/ as 10 members) craft another set of genre-blurring grooves. blendhg 
live drums, samples. orchestras and eden a ho -n section into their mix. ( See 
3eviews, p. 52) 

12. "Closet Freak" Cee-Lo Green & His Perfect Imperfections (Arista) 
Former Goodie MOb-.er Cee-Lo breaks out lys own blend of MCing, jazz scatting 
and singinc on his solo debut. 
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KIRK WINOSTEIN, PEPPER KEENAN. PHILIP ANStLnA0 JIMMY BOWER. REX BROWN 

"Down is not going to some fucking 
track-lit studio with leather couches. 

That's not how it works." 
"Our main thing was to write a damn record the way people used to and not over-

think the shit," says 34-year-old guitarist Pepper Keenan, better known as frontman of 

Corrosion Of Conformity. Atmosphere was key: "Down is not going to some fucking 

track-lit studio with leather couches and a producer sitting there," Keenan says. "That's 

not how it works. We painted the walls fucking black... And [while] we were [recording] 

we were three sheets to the wind, forgetting what tape's got what riff on it, so we started 

writing everything on the walls.., by the time we were done it looked like some 

disgruntled postal worker's fucking house." 

"It looked like the fucking Manson family had written a record," says drummer 

Jimmy Bower, 33. 

With interior decorating in place, the band—rounded out by newly acquired 

Pantera bassist Rex Brown (original bass player, Crowbar's Todd Strange, is now hap-

pily married and not touring), Crowbar guitarist Kirk Windstein and Eye Hate 

God/Corrosion Of Conformity drummer Bower—set about creating the sequel to 1995's 

nearly gold-selling Nola, a follow-up six years in the making. 

But less than a month is all they needed to create //, the sludgy lo-fi antithesis to 

every Pro Tools-wielding nü-metal band. Without the clown makeup and scary masks, 

these "dirtbag Americans who just like to jam" created an album more seedy and pow-

erful than any recent baggy-panted posterchild for disenfranchised youth. "Beautifully 

Depressed" is about quietly accepting the negatives: "New Orleans Is A Dying Whore" 

lambasts the band's deteriorating hometown. "Stained Glass Cross," which finds 

AnseImo trading in his phlegm-ridden Pantera pipes for a slightly silkier croon, is an 

enigmatic up-tempo turn about a father and son ruminating on how to make their 

deaths symbolically special. 

While Nola only led to 13 live shows ("The last time we even played together was 

one jam session in 1998," Bower laughs"), it spawned years of demand from rabid fans, 

which Down will meet with a series of month-long tours. 

"When we're on the road with our other bands, people ask us more about Down 

than about our real bands," says Bower. "We want to become more of a regular touring 

band instead of playing like once every 10 years." 

For now, all are claiming that their primary responsibilities remain with their full-

time groups, but rumors about Anselmo's future in Pantera—rumors he has soundly 

denied—are still rampant Could Down logistically become each member's real band? 

"It could happen," says Keenan. "Down is such a powerful thing that it kind of gives 

us the creeps sometimes We can easily become a big thing." t4 
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ççrlIt.0 DOWN 
Cee-Lo said goodbye to Goodie Mob to hang with the devil and angels on his shoulders. 

STORY: ALIYA S. KING • PHOTO DEAN KARR 

11
 t was inevitable, really; it always is. A groundbreaking group puts out several well-
received albums. And then—somewhere between the solo guest appearances with 

Mary J. Blige and Carlos Santana—it becomes obvious that one member is the leader, 

the frontman... the star. Every rap group's got a badass. And it's usually just a matter of 

time before the natural-born leader decides to have the whole stage to his badass self. 

Cee-Lo, the rotund, silver-tongued lyricist from Atlanta-based rap quartet Goodie 

Mob, says his debut solo album, Cee-Lo Green & His Perfect Imperfections, has been in 

the works "since the day I was born." And although he's been a member of Goodie Mob 

since its inception in the early nineties, Cee-Lo says he was always "a solo artist by 

nature and in a group by profession." 

Cee-Lo began working on his own music in earnest after the disappointing sales 

and reviews of Goodie Mob's third album, World Party. The group had ventured away 

from the eclectic vibe of their first two albums and the plan to go mainstream failed 

miserably. Cee-Lo was ready to take the music back to the basics—even if that meant 

he had to break away from the group. 

"It was empowering, liberating and exciting," says Cee-Lo, on being in the studio 

alone. "There were things I wanted to say that I could not have done with the group." 

That desire to cross boundaries is evident on Cee-Lo Green. While it's de rigueur 

for hip-hop artists to promise edgy experimentation with different genres. Cee-Lo may 

be the first to actually deliver. And the raucous energy, filled with both raunchy lyrics 

and preacher's sermons, are indeed a coming-out party for Cee-Lo. 

"I couldn't do a song like 'Closet Freak' in Goodie Mob," says Cee-Lo. "We had a 

certain image and a certain agenda. And I was the person who spoke for the group. 

After a while, I wanted to just speak for myself and the things that go on in my mind." 

Those wildly divergent topics include snobby Northeast lyricists who think 

Southern rappers can't rip. On "Big Ole Words," Cee-Lo screams on them with a lyrical 

prowess usually reserved for rappers who like to say "na'mean" between every verse. 

Then there are the people in Cee-Lo's life who don't want to set him free—the kinetic 

spoken-word drama on "El Dorado Sunrise" seems like a thinly veiled plea to his Goodie 

Mob bandmates. He then seamlessly morphs into a Sam Cooke-era vocalist with a serious 

love iones on "Country Love" (featuring Blues Traveler's John Popper on harmonica). 

Everything about Cee-Lo sways back and forth, like a pendulum. Cee-Lo Green 

goes from jazz to country to hardcore hip-hop and classic R&B and back again. He is 

both a lover and a fighter—a sinner and a saint. And his debut album gives him a 

platform to fully examine his duality. "I once wanted to be a martyr and live and die like 

a civil-rights leader," he says. "Then again, I also wanted to live the life of a rock star. 

I think on this album—and In my life—I am a little bit of each." I4MM 
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HAVANA, Cuba 

STORY: BRIAN LONG • PHOTOS : DREW GOREN 

F
or over 40 years, the U.S. embargo with Cuba has fostered 

images of mystery, danger and the forbidden. All most 

Americans know of this island 90 miles off the coast of Florida 

is baseball prowess, spectacular cigars and great music—which 

is, incidentally, literally everywhere in Havana. There are less 

romantic but equally important aspects of the country. too: Cuba 

has a nearly 100 percent literacy rate and expert medical school-

ing, and Havana's ubiquitous military police presence results in a 

relatively safe vacation spot. But I still went for the music. 

I was invited to Cuba to view the state-owned and operated 

Abdalla Studios situated in the neighborhood of Miramar. 

Walking through the town, I was struck by the fact that, other than 

a Chicago Bulls T-shirt on a child or a Yankees hat on an old man 

here and there, there was almost a total lack of the West's commer-

cial influence. The absence of advertisements and the clutter of 

Western commercial culture (save for one Benetton store) was 

oddly refreshing. The state-of-the-art Abdalla complex had live 

rooms and recording desks and even a Pro-Tools mastering rig— 

but by necessity, not everything was so high-tech: The studio has 

its own generator because electrical blackouts are a part of daily 

life in Havana. United States-based record companies are forbid-

den to do business directly with state-owned companies, but 

Abdalla is frequented by European and African producers, labels 

and musicians, including Cesaria Evora, looking foi that special 

Cuban blend of rhythm, melody and spontaneity. 

Where better, though, to experience Cuban music than at 

any one of a handful of Havana nightclubs, where you could 

witness groups mixing traditional music with contemporary 

concepts. Esperanza (Hope), a blind six-piece band, plays vin-

tage Cuban son as if interpreted by the Talking Heads, and could 

easily be a cult hit if given the opportunity to play in the States. 

At the state-sponsored venue Casa de la Music«, I took in the 

slick, techno-dance act Klimaxx, a large group directed by one of 

the country's best drummers, Geraldo Piloto. Supporting them 

that evening was the singing, dancing trio Azucar (Sugar), 

Cuba's answer to Destiny's Child. Casa de la Musica's CD store 

mostly stocks selections culled from Egrem, the state label, with 

discs priced competitively with U.S. mom and pop retailers. The 

least tourist-y show of my visit was at Salon Rosada en 

Jardines Tropicales, an outdoor venue where the popular 

timba group Bambaleo was onstage. (Shortly after our arrival, 

unfortunately, scuffles broke out in the heaving throng, the house 

lights flashed and the police stopped the music.) On Sunday 

afternoons Clave y Guanco perform a "muy tipica" rumba in an 

alley painted by the internationally known artist Salvadore. This 

rumba is simply a classic drum-and-vocal workout that was born 

decades ago from dockworkers, who, to get around a ban on 

drums, pounded on boxes they took from work. 
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LOCAL LOGIC: HAVANA'S BEST 

Eats/drinks: 

Great dinners can be found at local homes, called Paladors, who've 

gained licenses from the government to serve the public. The pow-

erful rum mojitos will explain why Ernest Hemingway was so 

attracted to the island. You can even sit next to the barstool Papa 

regularly warmed at the Floridita located in Old Havana. 

Way to experience local culture: 

Cuba loves to celebrate sport, culture and academics with hun-

dreds of championships, festivals and conferences. The Havana 

Film Festival takes place annually every December, and the 

walls of Cuba's most prestigious hotel, the National, flood with pic-

tures of Hollywood stars visiting for the festival. Other festivals to 

consider are: the semiannual Havana Plaza Jazz Festival 

(beginning shortly after the Film Festival); The Bolero Festival 

of singing and dancing in May; The Festival of Son (song) in 

Santiago de Cuba; The Cuban Institute of Music-sponsored 

Festival of Coros (choirs)in September: The Electronic Music 

Festival (also in September); and the most expansive Institute Of 

Music-sponsored event, Cubadisco, in May (people come from all 

over the world to license Cuban music and check out talent there). 

For a full listing of festivals and events, check out: 

www.buroconv.cubaweb.cuicalendario/selectivos/icalendario.asp 

: 3 [ji ; f_1' 7LT. el  

Getting To Cuba: 

One can officially visit Cuba by getting permission from the U.S. 

Goveinment—or you could enter illegally by hopping over via a 

neighboring country. Only, you might want to try the former and 

avoid being nabbed by U.S. Customs, The simplest way to plan 

your trip and get U.S. Government approval is to go for a Cultural 

Event. Arrangements can be made through a company like 

Marazul Tours (201-840-6717/201-319-3900). They arrange details 

for the many U.S. artists and tourists who visit Cuba each year for 

the festivals. 

Customs Tips: 

Don't arrive in Cuba with brand new luxury goods as gifts, or you'll 

have to pay duty. Absolutely no VCRs or satellite dishes, but you 

can bring cameras, laptops. DAT machines, etc., as long as they 

look used. If you've purchased any paintings, be sure to have the 

paperwork when leaving Cuba or they'll be quickly confiscated. If 

you're stopped when entering the U.S., don't even think about 

lying—especially about how much ruin and tobacco you're carry-

ing. Have your receipts handy to show how much you spent on both 

Cuban goods and daily travel costs, along with a letter of invitation 

or other paperwork for the event you officially visited. The daily 

limit on traveling expenses/purchased goods was $158 when I trav-

eled there, but you're -also allowed to purchase $ 100 worth of Cuban 

goods like rum, tobacco and shampoo (they have amazing collagen 

shampoo)—but this excludes cultural materials such as books, CDs 

and paintings, which you can purchase without limit. 

(Unfortunately, rum cmd tobacco are not considered cultural mater-

ial.) For more info and other helpful Cuba-related links, visit: 

www.trcrvel.state.gov/cuba.html. 
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1 GIANT LEAP 
1 Giant Leap 

Link 

wviw.lgiantleap.tv 

File Under 

Artists without borders 

R.I.Y. L. 

Peter Gabriel's Passion, Faithless, 

Zap Mama, Afro Celt Sound System 

BOARDS OF CANADA 
Geogaddi 

W
hile not exactly on scope with landing a man on the 
moon, the music and video project / Giant Leap is a 

remarkably ambitious endeavor, both musically and 

logistically. The brainchild of Faithless founder Jamie Catto and 
multi-instrumentalist Duncan Bridgeman, the leap spanned 25 

countries, enlisting dozens of contributors in order to document the 

unifying vocabulary among artists of all trades. The guest list 

reads like a backstage confab at an Amnesty International 

concert—Baaba Mao!, Michael Stipe, Speech, Neneh Cherry, 

Michael Franti, Brian Eno, authors Kurt Vonnegut and Tom Robbins 

and many others. Traveling with PowerBook in tow, Catto and 

Bridgeman supplied the bulk of the backing tapestry, weaving 

synth textures and beats with a host of ethnic instruments, but it is 

the guest vocalists who leave the deepest impression on the 

listener. "The Way You Dream," a duet with Michael Stipe and 

Bollywood belter Ashla Bohsle, is a haunting journey through 

breakbeats and tender, blissful vocal lines. The thumping "Ma' 

Africa," featuring South Africa's Mahotella Queens and Native 

American trio Ulali, is emblematic of the producers' ability to 

reflect both ancient funk and futuristic groove. On paper, the album 

would seem terribly formulaic, if not doomed to collapse under the 

weight of its own ambition, but damned if it isn't disarmingly 

beautiful from start to finish. >»STEVE CIABATTONI 

B
oards Of Canada don't want to hurt you. You'll find no 

wince-inducing drill 'n' bass here, no rhythm-defying drum 

programming to scramble your brains, no jagged noises to 

pierce your delicate ears. Instead, the Boards deliver atmosphere, 

and tons of it. Each of the 23 tracks on Geogaddi is a self-contained 

universe of sound, containing only the elements needed to get the 

point across. Some are outfitted with squishy beats that would do 
Beirk proud, some get simple, rusty trip-hop, some get none at all. As 

for the sounds themselves, the "geo" part of Geogaddi is quite fitting: 

This is some of the warmest, earthiest "electronica" (or "IDM," or 

"ambient techno," or whatever you feel like calling it) ever created. 

The smooth, ringing keys of "Music Is Math" flow like ice melting at 

the foot of a glacier; the merry-go-round sounds of "Julie And Candy" 

swirl around your stereo space like wisps of cloud; and the ethereal 

breaths of "The Beach At Redpoint" inch along like the lava at the 

bottom of the sea mentioned in the sampled voiceovers of 

"Dandelion." Geogaddi rides smack dab in the middle of electronica's 

often hard-to-find sweet spot: It's electronic without being skittery, 

tense or overblown; it's ambient without being sparse or boring. 

Somewhere, Brian Eno sheds a tear. » Tom MALLON 
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Link 

vnyw.boardsotcanada.com 

File Under 

Electronic ambience done right 

(finally) 

R.I.Y.L. 

Mellower Aphex Twin, Autechre, 

recent Bjürk 
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DOWN 
Down II 
Elekira 

B
ands are all about interpersonal chemistry, which is why it's 

so interesting to take people from the confines of their usual 

bands and place them in a "supergroup." However, "interest-

ing" doesn't always equal "good"—Oysterhead anyone? This factor 

is what makes the rock combination Down so special: Down II 

actually exceeds the sum of its parts (Corrosion Of Conformity, 

Pantera, Crowbar and Eyehategod) and plants a firm boot in the ass 

of all of those bands' recent efforts. Written and recorded in 28 days 

in a barn in Louisiana, every track crackles with raw energy: Pepper 

Keenan's riffs crash with a power they haven't wielded since 

Corrosion's 1996 effort Wiseblood, and Phil AnseImo delivers a more 

refined version of the gravel-throated swamp croon he developed on 

Pantera's Reinventing The Steel. "There's Something On My Side" 

alternates between rapid-fire riffs and crushing slowness; "Man 

That Follows Hell" ends with a Sabbath-descended stomp that's like 

a concrete block to the head. Even the slower and quieter numbers 

are infused with a dark, sludgy power: "Learn From This Mistake" is 

like wandering through a whiskey-induced mental molasses, and 

you can almost see them sitting on a bayou dock, alligators at their 

feet, on the finger-picked "Where I'm Going." With all four bands in 

between records, it's good to their members keeping their weapons 

sharp. In fact, sharper than usual. ,»Tom MALLON 

Link 

www.eleldra.com 

File Under 

Midnight in the garden of 

Osbourne and lommi 

R.I.Y.L. 

Black Sabbath, Clutch, 

Corrosion Of Conformity 

teigildoe 

xes,•_s.e.vr....Eimeebra, 

Link 

www.hardwoodrecords.com 

File Under 

Rock folk at home 

R.I.Y.L. 

Elliott Smith, acoustic Beck, 

Sebadoh 

HAYDEN 
Skyscraper National Park 

J- Badman 

H
ayden Dessers music is possessed of a quality that few 
records achieve: It's so insular, so personal and intimate, that 

you almost feel guilty for listening to it, as if you're eaves-

dropping outside his bedroom window while he thinks no one is 

around. His debut, 1995's Everything I Long For, was almost uncom-

fortable to listen to, recorded in his room at his parents' house and 

delivering lo-fi folk melancholy in a Tom Waits-ish rasp. He's been 

steadily polishing his sound ever since, and Skyscraper National 

Park is his third and most refined effort. Hayden's still recording at 

home (his own now), but with an actual studio setup and a voice that's 

finally found sure footing. Songs like "Steps Into Miles" and "Long 

Way Down" find him reaching into the upper parts of his vocal range, 

where he previously dared not tread, revealing a charmingly cracked 

falsetto. Like 1998's The Closer I Get, Skyscraper also finds him step-

ping out into fuller band arrangements with tracks like "Dynamite 

Walls," which builds from a few quiet intertwined guitars to a tense, 

grungey rocker. Skyscraper's sweet, unassuming songs, tasteful 

string and horn arrangements ("Bass Song," "Lullaby") and texture 

experimentation ("Street Car," "Tea Pod") demonstrate that Hayden 

continually manages to improve his music without ever losing what 

made it so charming in the first place. ›>>TOM MALLON 
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Link 

www.bloodshotrecords.com 

File Under 

Insurgent country agit-pop 

Waco Brothers, Steve Earle, 

Mermaid Avenue 

THE PROMISE MR 
Wood/Water 

THE PINE VALLEY 
The Executioner's Last Songs 

COSMONAUTS 

W
hat better way to protest capitol punishment than a disc 

of death songs? By emphasizing the "death" in "death 

penalty," the Pine Valley Cosmonauts, another splinter 

group led by Mekons/Waco Brothers provocateur Jon Langford, 

humanize the issue: This isn't about peace, or criminal justice, it's a 

human life taken by the state in the name of the people. So this disc 

doesn't feel overtly political; there's nary a soapbox, save for Tony 

Fitzpatrick's folksy "Idiot Whistle," which characterizes govern-

mental policy with "politicians love the death penalty because it 

makes a bunch of candyasses look like tough guys." Steve Earle's 

rough, rocked-up treatment of the folk standard "Tom Dooley" is a 

highlight, as is "Knoxville Girl" as handled by Handsome Family's 

Brett Sparks, and a country cover of the Adverts' punk classic "Gary 

Gilmore's Eyes" featuring Kelly Hogan, Sally Timms and the Waco 

Brothers' Deano. But the all-star lineup doesn't stop there: Also fea-

tured are the talents of Janet Beverage Bean (Freakwater), Rosie 

Flores, Neko Case, the Aluminum Group and Jenny Toomey, among 

others. These songs retain a rootsy feel, but aren't handled with 
such reverence that all the fun gets sucked out. Rather, these songs 

feel alive, which given the theme of The Executioner's Last Songs, 
makes for a pretty fine protest. >»SCOTT FRAMPTON 

D
espite gracing the pages of Teen People and The New York 
Times, the Promise Ring are often pinned as a quintessen-

tial indie-rock band, defined by their guitar-driven pop and 

vocalist/guitarist Dave vonBohlen's trademark lisp. With 1999's 

Very Emergency, the Midwestern quartet finally shed the emo tag 

that had been stapled to them since their raw, impressive debut 

(1995's 30 Degrees Everywhere) by crafting an album of pure pop 

songs. Packed with "yeah-yeah" choruses and head-bobbing 

hooks, Emergency expanded TPR's songwriting chops without sac-

rificing the energy and enthusiasm that endeared them to their 

growing fanbase. Last year, however, vonBohlen suffered from a 

benign brain tumor, and the band was forced to refocus their 

lives—and their sound. "I'm suspicious that the doctor stole all my 

fast songs," quipped vonBohlen on the website of their new label, 

Anti Records. He wasn't kidding: Only four of the 12 songs on 

Wood/Water clock in under four minutes. Aided by producer 

Stephen Street (the Smiths, Blur), TPR have once again refined their 

pop sound, adding synthesizers, drum machines and layers of 

piano into the mix. Wood/Water has a warm, acoustic feel, and 
tracks like the piano ballad "Bread 8r Coffee" and the six-minute 

pseudo-soul of "Say Goodbye Good" show that the Ring deserve 

their reign at the top of the indie-pop kingdom. ».ALEX NAIDUS 
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dalleffl 

Link 

www.tpr-online.com 

File Under 

Growing out of their sweaters 

R.I.Y.L. 

Damien Jurado, Vermont, 

Superchunk 
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The tu , t s sited perform-
ing rights website in the 

world, ascap.com, 
provides the Dixie Chicks 
with a constant resource of 

music information. 

ASCAP 

IF ONLY 
INSPIRATION 
W ERE THIS 
RELIABLE. 

ASCApowER 

Scan beneht, tront 
ASCAP's 3 Way Radio 
Tracking System, the 
most dependable and 
accurate survey in the 

industry. 

TOMORROW'S TECHNOLOGY IN PLACE TODAY 
TECHNOLOGY IS MORE THAN A PROMISE FOR TOMORROW. 

IT IS, IN FACT, A REALITY FOR TODAY. 
OUR INNOVATIVE APPROACH HAS ALREADY LOWERED OPERATING 

COSTS, PUTTING MORE MONEY IN OUR MEMBERS' POCKETS. 
ASCAP IS UNIQUELY MEMBER-RUN, SO OUR MEMBERS KNOW 

THAT WHEN THE BUSINESS SIDE OF THE MUSIC IS TAKEN CARE OF, 
THEY WILL BE FREE TO DO WHAT THEY DO BEST, MAKE MUSIC. 

EZ-Maxx'", ASCAP's 
Multi-Lingual Monitoring 
technology, maximizes 

Enrique's 
foreign revenues. 

ASCAP 
WHERE MUSIC BEGINS 

www.ascap.com 

With the help of ASCAP's 
EZ-Eagle... over 2000 internet 
licenses have been secured, 
assuring Madonna the only 

source of regular payment for 
Internet performances. 

New York (212) 621-6240 / Atlanta • (404) 635-1758 / Los Angeles (323) 883-1000 / Chicago • (773) 545-5744 
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Link 

www.teenbeat.net 

File Under 

Lucy in the sky with samplers 

R.I.Y.L.  

The Beatles, Her Space 

Holiday. National Skyline 

+1-

Self- titled Long-playing Debut Album 

Versus made their names as purveyors of 

NYC indie jangle-pop, but it's obvious 

from the first moments of the dreamy "All 

I Do" that guitarist James Baluyut has 

been staying up nights dreaming of 

something else. He's found that some-

thing else in the hobbled drum machines, 

ringing electric pianos and subtle washes 

of sound that pulse throughout +/-'s Self-

titled Long-playing Debut Album. "All I 

Do" opens the record in a sea of swirling 

synth and Baluyut offering up a reverb-

swamped falsetto plea; "The Declaration 

Of Independence" alternates between 

bubbling Casio beats and My Bloody Valentine-inspired explosions 

of noise, all draped in slippery sequences. All of the tracks are shot 

through with a distinct Beatles-esque approach, all lilting back-

ground vocals and slightly psychedelic keyboard treatments. Baluyut 

also uses +/- to explore guitar styles he doesn't normally exercise in 

Versus: The delicate arpeggios of songs like "The Industrial 

Revolution" and "All I Have To Do Is Make You" (the latter in prog-
standard 5/4 time) show him to be quite the accomplished picker. The 

amount of styles he visits in the course of 39 minutes is almost dizzying, 

stopping at everything from drum 'n' bass ("Ill Advised") to man-and-

his-guitar confessionals ("The Separation Of Church And State"), but 

he holds it all together to make a compelling debut. Versus Versus, +/-

might nisi win. >»TOM MALLON 

...AND YOU WILL KNOW US BY THE 
TRAIL OF DEAD 
Source Tags & Codes interscop: 

A lesson learned from splitting the 

atom is that it's sometimes easier to 

create power than to contain it. It was 

big news in indieland when Austin 

miscreants ...And You Will Know Us By 

The Trail Of Dead signed to a major 

Link label: Would they sell out? Could they if 

www.trailottlead.com they tried? Would they just bust up really 

File Under nice gear? If you're looking for where 

Crash palace the major-label dollars went, it's in how 

  this record keeps the sounds separated 

Unwound, Live Skull, and lovely in their rough and drastic 

harsher Mercury Rev ways. The songs typically keep a hair's 

breadth away from mayhem, but still 

manage a strange, dramatic elegance. The vocals range from tune-

ful to tortured, and the rest of the band follows that line, building 

suspense over which way a song will go. "Baudelaire" has a rum-

bling, big-rock sense of melody, and the keyboards at the end of 

"Monsoon" swear-to-God recall "Computer Blue" in Purple Rain, 

angry, shirtless Prince and all. Then there are songs like "Homage" 

and "Days Of Being Wild" that pin the needle at both ends, begin-

ning with a scream, then boiling down to a pensive tom tom buildup 

before making another mad climb up a dissonant peak. This is 

brainy hard rock too fractured to hold together for long, a sexy idea 

Trail Of Dead builds into methodology. »,seerr FRAMPTON 
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Link 

www.craigarmstrong.com 

File Under 

Electronic pop with classical 

ambitions 

R.I.Y.L.  

Air, Snooze, Sigur Rós 

CRAIG ARMSTRONG 
As If TO Nothing 
Were it not for his incredible pedigree 

from trip-hop and pop days of yore (i.e. 

the mid-'90s), Craig Armstrong might 

have been another Enya. Instead, his 

working with popsters Texas, assisting 

on Massive Attack's genre-defining 

Protection, and subsequent employment 

on Baz Luhrmann's Moulin Rouge sound-

track, for which Armstrong won a Golden 

Globe, have all placed his sentimental 

orchestrations smack-dab in the middle 

of a pop-culture ivory tower. We can't 

fault the faux world-music angst of 

"Miracle," because Swati Natekar's 

haunting ghazal cries and Mogwai's 

mystical electronic guitar undertones 

add multicultural flair. We can't raise our brows at the Enigma-esque 

mixture of contemporary baroque vocals and downtempo breaks in 

"Hymn 2" because they're contributed by highly regarded soprano 

Catherine Bott and drum 'n' bass luminary Photek. We can't poke fun at 

the smarm of "Wake Up In New York"—not just because of its touchy 

subject matter, but because lo and behold, Evan Dando's chocolate 

moaning warms its folk melancholy. On his 1996 debut album, The 

Space Between Us, Armstrong's Royal Music College credentials pro-

jected an anonymous quality that allowed Cocteau Twins' Liz Fraser to 

bloom into a brilliant intimacy; As If To Nothing so bears the stamp of 

nowness that to point out its saccharine romanticism would be akin to 

telling the Pope that he wears a funny hat. >»HEATH K HIGNIGHT 

Link 

www.telarc.com 

File Under 

Afro-Caribbean jan: beauty 

and the brawn 

R.I.Y.L. 

Gonzalo Rubalcaba, Danilo 

Perez, Calle 54 soundtrack 

MICHEL CAMILO 
Triangulo ieiarc 
Folks cheered at last year's Miami Film 

Festival after witnessing pianist Michel 

Camilo's muscular trio onscreen in the 

documentary/concert flick Calle 54. Little 

wonder: Camilo, a native of the Dominican 

Republic, Cuban-born drumming dynamo 

Horacio "El Negro" Hernandez (also of Los 

Hombres Calientes) and American six-

string contrabass master Anthony Jackson 

constitute a veritable Latin-jazz power trio. 

That identity is reaffirmed with Triangulo, 

the group's first full-length disc together: 

The three again prove themselves virtu-

osos deeply rooted in Afro-Caribbean 

rhythms, ripping on the intricate uptempo 

pieces and demonstrating the greatest 

sensitivity on lush romantic ballads. "Anthony's Blues," one of six tunes 

here penned by Camilo, is a prime example of the former, with the pianist 

and bassist locking together on sleek unison lines and then chilling out 

for Hemundez's polyrhythmic sizzle before burrowing deep into the funk-

edged groove. Camilo finds inspiration in more traditional Cuban 

rhythms on "Descarga For Tito [Puente]," a bright, high-energy track that 

embodies the spirit of the late percussionist and bandleader. Another 

Latin-jazz great, Dizzy Gillespie, is saluted with a rolling, subtly shifting 

version of the trumpeter's oft-recorded "Con Alma." Camilo also takes on 

"La Comparsa," giving new life to the familiar Cuban standard, topping 

its sticky rhythms with Technicolor piano chords and opening it up for 

some bracing improvisations. Muy contagioso. >»PHIUP BOOTH 

THOMAS BRINKMANN 
Soul Center Ill Novamute 
If Soul Center was B.B. King and Soul 

Center ll was James Brown, then 

this third installment of Thomas 

Brinkmann's electro-funk series would 

be Herbie Hancock suffering through 

lounge-singer tryouts. Soul Center Ill 

could have been the sparkling center 

Link jewel in what heretofore was an 

www.max-ernst.de exhilarating minimal techno-jazz 

File Under experiment by Brinkmann. But instead 

Funky cold muddling of building on the sweaty sampled 

R.I.Y.L. cat-calls and hands-in-the-air, crowd-

Thomas Heckmann, Love Inc. pleasing techno anthems in Soul 

Center II, Brinkmann substitutes the 

visceral immediacy of '60s jazz samples 

for '70s material best left to chin-stroking. Brinkmann's renown dry 

bass beats are still there; the single "A Good One" makes pretty 

decent use of fusion's frantic rhythm tendencies by kicking up its 

tempo, while "Easy Gain- shines under rubberband bass and a 

noodly Headhunters-esque piano riff that warms like a fine cognac. 

But to its detriment, "Time" fronts said beats with a sappy sax solo 

that whines on for endless minutes, and "How Far Do You Wanna 

Go?" feels forced by the scattering of bongos, overly dramatic guitar, 

and someone mimicking B.B King's scotched-up rasp. Soul Center III 

may become an important step in Brinkmann's experiments to marry 

the sultriness of jazz to cold. Teutonic beats, but on its own merit the 

album pales beside its predecessors..Hutnik. HIGNIGHT 

Link 

www.caitlincary.com 

File Under 

Checking the alt-country baggage 

R.I.Y.L. 

Kelly Hogan, 10,000 Maniacs, 

Neko Case 

CAITLIN CARY 
While You Weren't Looking Yep Roc 
It must've required a coroner's constitu-

tion to put up with Ryan Adams's 

self-absorbed flawed-genius shtick for 

eight years, yet Caitlin Cary managed 

just that as Whiskeytown's singer/ 

violinist, and did so with grace and 

class. She flaunts those same attributes 

on her first full-length solo effort. Moody 

and difficult in all the right ways, 

absorbing While You Weren't Looking 

from start to finish is an experience akin 

to coming in at the mellow front end of 

an afternoon beer binge that's bound to 

involve tears by dusk and some serious 

make-up sex come midnight. Cary's opportunistic lyrics blur the 

happy-sad dynamic ("I ain't found nobody yet, honey/ You know that 

you do just fine"), and her singing, relegated to little more than girlie 

window-dressing with Whiskeytown, has room to roam here—even if, 

at times, she sounds uncomfortably like Natalie Merchant. But the 

spacious, spunky full-band setting (including guest spots from Mitch 

Easter, the Jayhawks' len Gunderman and others) and the earthy, 

precise production of ex-dB Chris Stamey counter the overt precious-

ness of the Merchant-like "Shallow Heart, Shallow Water" and "The 

Fair." Elsewhere, Cary shows an unassuming command of urbane folk-

rock ("Thick Walls Down," "Please Don't Hurry Your Heart," co-written 

with Adams), horn-splashed redneck soul ("Too Many Keys") and shim-

mery Phil Spector-ish pop ("Pony"), all while steering clear of the pesky 

alt-country stigma that helped sink her last band. >»1108Afrr ROMANI/ 
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Self-titled debut in stqzszow! 

"Mexico's next big thing... 

a demented fusion of funky 

guitar licks, electronic 

samples, Latin beats, 

housey grooves and 

stomping electro-rock." 

-London Metro 

www.kinky.com.mx 

sonic 300 www sonic360 cam 

www.nettwerkamenca.com 

Link 

www.cliniconline.org 

File Under 

Another trip to Clinic 
R.I.Y.L. 

Radiohead's Kid A, 

Velvet Underground, Can 

CLINIC 
Walking With Thee Domino 
It's easy to see why Radiohead's been so 

supportive of fellow Brits Clinic from 

the opening track of Walking With Thee, 

"Harmony." The alluring tension 

induced by its spooky Rhodes-y drone, 

melodica wails and pleading vocals 

would fit comfortably on Kid A. But dig a 

little deeper into the album, draw the 

band's last release, Internal Wrangler, 

into your memory, and you'll find that 

Clinic's unfortunately making itself a 

bit of a one-trick pony—even if it is a 

good trick. The staccato vocal delivery 

of the second track, "The Equaliser," 

sounds almost directly lifted from 

Wrangler, and the broken beats and gritty strums of the next song, 

"Welcome," keep that trend moving. That's not to say that Thee isn't 

an enjoyable walk; Clinic have an engaging esthetic mix of Britrock 

moods, Krautrock textures and punk-rock attitudes, and there's cer-

tainly a lot more edge to their output than most of the U.K.'s cuddlier 

recent exports. But the band would do well to take some tips about 

progression from Radiohead. While Clinic's far from outworn their 

welcome yet, delivering a third record shaped from the same cookie-

cutter could certainly dull the outpouring of love they've gotten 

Stateside so far. On its own, however, Clinic's second LP is still a 

pleasant stroll worth taking. >»NICOLE KEIPER 

Link 

www.cornershop.com 

File Under 

The tablas have turned 

R.I.Y.L. 

Clinton, Chemical Brothers, 

Talvin Singh 

CORNERSHOP 
Handcream For A Generation 
Winia-Warner Bros. 

Four tracks into Comershop's Handcream 

For A Generation is the Bachman-Turner 

Overdrive-esque rave-up "Lessons 

Learned From Rocky Ito Rocky III." One 

lesson learned from the Rocky franchise: 

Sequels are rarely better than their pre-

decessors. Acting accordingly, Tjinder 

Singh and company return, not with the 

long-awaited sequel to 1997's acclaimed 

curry-funk odyssey When I Was Born For 

The 7th Time, but with a startlingly 

different modus operandi. Cornershop 

just wants to make you dance, multicul-

tural universe be damned. Tired of 

being poster boys for indie-rock cross-culturalism, Singh's Punjabi 

predilections are largely absent from Handcream, and the insular 

Remain In Light-isms of his Brit bandmates have been disposed of in 

favor of dancefloor rapture. This newfound ecstasy can be good (the 

Rob Swift-scratchified "Wogs Will Walk," the bona fide disco smash 

"People Power"), it can be bad (the irritating pseudo-dub of "Motion 

The 11," the Chemical Brothers-y failed house experiment "The 

London Radar") or it can be simply overbearing (despite sizzling 

sitars and transcendent Noel Gallagher guitar, "Spectral Mornings" 

is a patience-trying 14 minutes long). Although tracks like "Rocky" 

embrace the band's frazzled rockist roots, big beats, airy house and 

disco sheen make it obvious Cornershop ain't itching to be Born For 

The 8th Time. >»CHRISTOPHER R. WEINGARTEN 
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Link 

www.jadetree.com 

File Under 

Post-hardcore takes a walk in 

the country 

R.I.Y.L.  

Wilco. Whiskeytown. 

the Miighty Flashlight 

CUR COUNTRY 
High Uinta High Jade Tree 

Post-hardcore boys seem to love the 

country music these days—Mike 

Fellows of Rites Of Spring turns 

slouchy lo-fi meanderings out as the 

Miighty Flashlight, Rival Schools' 

Cache Tolman dishes solo country 

explorations as Utah Slim, and now, 

Jets To Brazil/Handsome man Jeremy 

Chatelain sets forth his own bit of 

twang as Cub Country. Country music's 

always been good for letting off 

emotional steam, so it does make some 

sense; but then, there's the fear that 

these could all go the way of Garth 

Brooks's Chris Gaines, where you wish 

they'd just stick with what they know. 

Chatelain doesn't sound like he's posing with Cub Country, thank-

fully, but he doesn't ever sound quite at home, either. His singing 

voice is smooth and clean, his guitar playing precise and competent, 

which gives High Uinta High both an impressive air of professionalism 

and a slight lack of charm. "0 Great Telephone" boasts a gorgeous 

chorus, and some of the best vocal moments on the record come 

when he reaches for a falsetto note and cracks a bit under the strain. 

It's nice to hear Chatelain stepping out from behind Blake 

Schwarzenbach's songwriting shadow (as he wrote a handful of 

great vocal hooks with Handsome), and much of High is solid, catchy 

country rock. But Cub Country's admittedly most charming as an 

idea, with the results being only slightly endearing. >»RENEE FAIX 
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DEPARTURE LOUNGE 
Too Late To Die Young Nettwerk America 

Briton Tim Keegan performed under a 

morphing series of monikers before 

settling in with his Departure Lounge 

quartet. Through the name changes, 

Keegan remained typecast as a less 

whimsical, more fully orchestrated per-

mutation of his onetime employer, Robyn 

Link Hitchcock, thanks to similar laconic vocal 

vnywdepartureloungemusic.com deliveries and melodic sensibilities. 

File Under Perhaps the need to outrun Hitchcock's 

Guitar pop/electronica shadow drove Keegan to enlist French DJ 

shotgun wedding Kid Loco to produce and heavily flavor 

  Too Late To Die Young. It's a bold gambit 

James. the Beta Band, that for the most part works. The most 

Robyn Hitchcock. Soup Dragons successful moments emerge when Kid 

Loco's electronica washes subtly embellish 

Keegan's shimmering, melancholy tunes. Like Brian Eno's collabora-

tion with U.K. band James on Laid, these highlights realize a stunning 

reinvention without discarding the past. Kid Loco occasionally 

dominates the soundscape and still hits paydirt so long as songwriting 

remains the centerpiece, as on the gorgeous "I Love You," which plays 

like a John Lennon piano ballad received through a ham radio. On a 

pair of instrumentals I the ambient chill-out "Tubular Belgians In My 

Goldfield"—say it quickly—and the psych jam "Coke & Flakes," 

featuring a guest spot by Hitchcock) Departure Lounge strays too far 

from the hooky elegance that remains its stock-in-trade. These mis-

steps notwithstanding, Too Late To Die Young is a departure that won't 

leave you homesick for Keegan's earlier work. » ALEN SARVADY 

lee 

DIMITRI FROM PARIS 
After The Playboy Mansion Astraiwerks 

The only way Dimitri From Paris's new 

release would be more opulent is if it 

were packaged with an actual issue of 

Playboy. His third DJ mix in two years 

(fourth, actually, if you count Razor 8t 

Tie's reissue of his 1997 Mixmag set) 

exudes the Barbarella-sized cheese-

ink cake indulgence expected from the 

www.astralwerks.com/drinitri Parisian. Only now, there's more of it. 

rile Under Spread over two CDs, Dimitri orga-

A Parisian in Bel Air nized the 25 tracks as though he were 

R.I. Y. L. using Alice's mushroom as a blueprint: 

Ian Pooley, Fantastic Plastic On one side, the "laidback" mix of 

Machine, Roy Davis Jr. midtempo B&B makes you chill, and on 

the other side, soulful house makes 

your ass quake with euphoria. Self-imposed constraints notwith-

standing, Mansion sports amazing variety as Dimitri scrapes his 

crates for tunes from the past three decades. Though some familiar 

clubland luminaries show up (Lil Louis, Grace Jones, Blaze and 

Chaka Kahn), Dim's greatest strength is his hound's nose that 

sniffs out forgotten gems like TS Monk's ecstatic "Candidate For 

Love." At times, his enthusiasm comes at the cost of fluidity; he'll 

let a song ride through its duration before starting up another 

track. Still, his refined taste and infatuation with decadent funk 

are all the two discs need for cohesion. After The Playboy Mansion 

is 140 minutes calculated to elicit another round of "ooh la la's for 

dance music's premier kitschmeister. >»RICH JUZWIAK 
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Link 

www.eelstheband.com 

File Under 

Gettin' down (in the 

mouth, that is) 

R.I.Y.L. 

Sparklehorse, Beck, Cake 

EELS e 
Souljacker Dream Works 

With each passing Eels record, it's 

becoming more apparent that frontman 

E (a.k.a. Mark Oliver Everett) is going to 

do whatever he damn well pleases. The 

bent, fragile pop of Beautiful Freak 

gave way to the creaking, noisy despair 

of Electro-Shock Blues, which in turn 

morphed into the delicate acoustics of 

Daisies Of The Galaxy. With expecta-

tions fully confused, he delivers 

Souljacker, and this time he just wants 

to rock. A fresh sense of groove runs 

throughout, perhaps due to contribu-

tions of multi-instrumentalist and 

"funky Englishman" John Parish 

(Sparklehorse, PJ Harvey), who plays on 

nearly every track. "Dog Faced Boy" announces Eels' intentions with 

growling baritone guitars, filthy beats and E hollering, "You little 

punks think you own this town!""That's Not Really Funny" takes 

their standard samples-vs.-live percussion formula and detonates it 

with blasts of overdriven riffs and cartoony horns; with its chugging 

percussion and thundering fuzz, "What Is This Note?" is easily the 

loudest thing he's ever written. Those looking for a taste of the old 

Eels won't be disappointed, however: "Fresh Feeling"s easygoing 

and extra-hummable chorus invokes the clean pop of Daisies, and 

the creepy atmospheres of "Bus Stop Boxer" and "World Of Shit" 

recall the wrist-slitting sentiments of Electro-Shock. We'll be expect-

ing the salsa-funk record in 2004. >»TOM MALLON 

Link 

www.sagefrancis.com 

Pile Under 

Avant hip-hop 

R.I.Y.L. 

Aesop Rock, Kool Keith 

SAGE FRANCIS 
Personal Journals Anticon 

In "Different," Providence's Sage 

Francis claims that by the end of 

Personal Journals, the listener will 

understand why he is unlike any other 

MC. For the most part, he achieves this, 

but whether that's a mark of distinction 

or just difference for difference's sake is 

sometimes debatable on this new 

record. Francis is drunk with language, 

his intoxicated stream of consciousness 

simply spilling out of his mouth. He 

claims that the writing here is a product 

of a "personal journalist 1968-2001," and 

like most jottings in journals, there's 

some revelation, some irrelevance. At 

his best, Francis can be self-lacerating and darkly humorous; unlike 

most MC's, whose macho braggadocio is always part of the agenda, 

he's particularly vulnerable in his relations with women 

("Specialist"). There are songs—some of the 19 tracks here are noth-

ing more than concepts for a song or throwaways—that really do 

sound like random journal entries documenting Francis's quest for 

coherence and meaning in a world that often offers neither. 

Musically, the production focuses on live instrumentation augmented 

by tape loops and doses of dissonance. This makes for a vital back-

drop for Francis's raw, revealing poetry on this challenging and, yes, 

different record. >»KEN CAPOBIANCO 

Link 

KYLE FISCHER 
Open Ground Polpinv! 

Kyle Fisher is a founding member of 

Rainer Maria, a band whose poetic bent 

is reflected in its name's allusion to 

Letters To A Young Poet author Rainer 

Maria Rilke. Although it's Fischer's 

name on the cover, the presence of 

Rainer Maria collaborator Caithlin De 

Marrais suggests that this project is 

www.rainermaria.com simply Rainer Maria by another 

File Under name—a suspicion confirmed by the 

Rainer man nature of the material inside. Here as 

R.I.Y.L with his band, Fischer's epigrammatic 

Paris, Texas, Braid, tunes are generally less precious and 

the Promise Ring irrelevent than your average emocore 

lamentations. Fischer is, no doubt, a 

sensitive boy, but his songwriting is a bit more shrewd and keenly 

perceptive than one might expect. "Kissing Cabernet," "Christopher 

Isherwood" and "The Slow Drag" are all examples of lyrics that 

quietly turn in on themselves, finding expanses of emotional terrain 

in a moment's reflection. De Marrais's main contribution to the event 

is her vocal work on "Too Soon To Know" and "Just One More Day." 

Her voice has a plaintive quality that adds to the emotional content 

of Fischer's lyrics, whereas his vocals often sound like he's 

struggling to stay in key. Neither of them have memorable voices, 

but then, their vocals fit so well with the overall D.I.Y. vibe of the 

album. In the midst of all this imperfection, there's something very 

right about Open Ground. >»PHILIP VAN VLECK 
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Link 

www.saddle-creek.com 

File Under 

Moody introspection that still 

knows how to :-ock 

R.f.Y.L.  

Cursive, the Cure, Bright Eyes, 

Matt Pond PA 

THE GOOD LIFE 
Black Out Satlete Creek 
Tim Kasher is a busy man. Besides 

fronting the emphatically solid post-

hardcore outfit Cursive, the singer/ 

guitarist's second and more intimate 

project, the Good Life, has now come 

into its own as an equally important, 

yet stylistically divergent supergroup. 

On the follow-up to 2000's stripped-

down pain-fest Novena On A Nocturn, 

Kasher and his band, which has links 

to Desaparecidos, Bright Eyes and the 

Faint, weave a sordid tale of a drunken 

night punctuated by numerous black-

outs, giving a "concept record" feel to 

the disc. Amid instrumentation that 

shifts from solo guitar to lush full-

band workouts and even to electronic beat experiments, Kasher's 

breathy tenor is in fine form, and his lyrics are almost frightfully 

realistic and confessional. Black Out sees the narrator stumble 

through joy and pain, give up on just about everything, and even-

tually find himself laying face down on a bar motioning silently for 

a final drink without even the recollection of what started his 

problems in the first place. It seems like a bleak ride, but the music 

often manages to smile through the pain, making for an enjoyable 

experience that becomes more deeply affecting upon closer 

listens. It's safe to say that the Good Life has vaunted past side pro-

ject status, and with material this strong, the group really has 

nowhere to go but up. >»PETE D'ANGRO 

L,r i. 

www.herbaliser.cem 

File Under 

Blunted on retro reverence 

R.I. Y.L. 

Nightmares On Wax, 

Portishead, Dan The Automator 

THE HERBAUSER 
Something Wicked This Way Comes 
Ninja Tune 

According to Blade, a guest rapper on 

their fourth release, the Herbaliser is 

"a band with will as the advisor." 

Certainly, this is simplifying matters as 

'70s soul and '80s hip-hop serve as 

obvious guides throughout Something 

Wicked This Way Comes. The record 

bumps and glides its way through 

13 tracks masterminded by the 

Herbaliser's mainstays, DJ 011ie Teeba 

and bassist/beatmaker Jake Wherry. As 

on previous releases, Teeba and Wherry 

surround themselves with a host of 

skilled rappers and musicians, includ-

ing an orchestra and a horn section. When all of these resources 

merge, like on the record's first track, "Something Wicked," which 

features a wailing vocal by Seaming To, the results are grandiose 

enough to make Ghostface Killah cower. The album, however, is far 

from being uniformly over-the-top; Teeba and Wherry have enough 

tact (and respect for old school hip-hop) to strip down their emceed 

tracks to leave plenty of space for the rhymes. The instrumental tunes 

fare just as well—the laidback groove of "Mr. Holmes" would be just 

another Shaft theme retread if it weren't for the frenetic scratching 

and live, skittery drums. Clearly, Something Wicked This Way Comes 

is the work of people who truly love and respect "urban" American 

music. Though British, the members of the Herbaliser understand that 

it's all about representin', and givin' it back. »RICH JUZWIAK 
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TITLE 
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Rock Music—A Tribute 

To Weezer (Dead Droid) 

No Categories 5 

(Ubiquity) 

A Tribute To Big Star 

(LunaSea) 

Barbeque Beets: Sunrise 

On A Rooftop In Brooklyn 

(theAgriculture) 

The Amos House 

Collection, Volume Il 

(Wishing Tree) 

CONCEPT Lino bands kneel to pay 

fealty to their kings. 

As Ubiquity says, -just 

good music": house to 

Brazilian, downtempo to 

Latin, all in a blender. 

Historically underappreci- 

ated pop recast by NYC 

indie rockers. 

A swirly mix of downtempo 

hip-hop instrumentals, 

Another batch of rare 

tracks and demos to 

benefit RI's Amos House. 

TARGET 

DEMOGRAPHIC 

You're emo, Rivers is 

your God, and you own 

that shit. 

Your entire day becomes 

eclectic, 

Urn, NYC indie rockers 

who appreciate historic 

pop 

Headz in need of head 

music 

lndie kids who care 

NAMES TO 

DROP 

Dashboard Confessional, 

Piebald, the Ataris 

P'taah, Beatless, 

Jack Costanzo 

Nada Surf, Longwave, 

Champale 

DJ Olive, Scotty Hard, 

Weyerhauser 

Elliott Smith, Spoon, 

Bright Eyes 

SUMS UT UP "Say It Ain't So" 

(Further Seems Forever) 

"Another Revolution" 

(As One) 

"Give Me Another 

Chance" (Susan 8r 

Brandee w/ Giftshop) 

"SunRise" 

(Under The Sun) 

"Pretty Things" 

(the Gentle Waves) 

VERDICT There's a convenient lack 

of tonedeaf screaming in 

the Weezer catalog.., let's 

keep it that way, huh 

Grade? 

A sweet mix of pounding 

beats and worldly sounds 

turns your apartment into 

a swingin' hipster lounge, 

This tribute delivers pow- 

erful pop that's not power 

pop. Imagine that! 

A perfect soundtrack for 

the after-party comedown. 

Every bit as good as 

Volume One; a worthy 

who's who of acoustic 

rock and jangle pop. 
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Link 

www.daniellehowle.com 

File Under 

Unpretentious Southern 

roots excursions 

R.I.Y.L. 

k.d. fang, Lone Justice. 

the Reivers, Rebecca Gates 

DANIELLE HOWLE AND THE TANTRUMS 
Skorborealis Jaernun 

On the idiosyncratic "Swamp Song," 

Danielle Howie laments, "I wanna tell 

you but I just can't find the voice." 

Fortunately, that's never really been a 

problem for her. Although her notoriety 

stems from her starker acoustic solo 

work, she turns to hometown Columbia. 

S.C. cronies the Tantrums whenever she 

feels the urge to plug in. On 

Skorborealis, her third record with the 

trio, they remain a versatile if unre-

markable backing band, but it doesn't 

much matter since the focus remains 

squarely on Howle's considerable vocal 

talents. Howie has a gift for inventive 

phrasing and a wonderful voice with a 

dollop of Southern drawl, evoking images of a more down-home k.d. 

lang. Musical styles ricochet wildly across these 16 songs and 58 

minutes. The opening tracks are easily the slickest Howie has 

recorded, and could comfortably coexist alongside contemporary 
country pop. The handful of compositions co-written with guitarist 

John Furr are barroom rockers that veer dangerously close to .38 

Special territory. But the disc's most successful moments dispense 

with adornments, allowing Howle's voice and lyrics to dominate the 

folk-tinged proceedings. In less capable hands, such variety could 

smack of desperate fishing for a market niche, but on Skorborealis 

it's clear Howie and her band simply love a wealth of genres and 

refuse to be reined in. »ALEN SARVADY 

'GFt .QUF KIDJO -Neck hoe- .0.W 

Link 

wvnv.angeliguekidjo.com 

File Under 

Benin to Brazil and back 

R.I.Y.L. 

ANGELIQUE NINO 
Black Ivory Soul Columbia 

Benin's Angelique Kid jo has been a force 

on the world music scene for over a 

decade now, mixing up the global 
rhythms and styles to generally great 

press. The problem, however, is that her 

albums have commonly seemed like 

products of calculation, not passion— 

especially 1998's Oremi, which took her 

deep into R&B territory. Black Ivory Soul 

fares better, connecting the black cultures 

of her native country with Brazil's north-

eastern Bahia region. And in collaborat-

Gigi, Marisa Monte, ing with Bahian songwriter/percussionist 

Miriam Makeba Carlinhos Brown on several tracks—like 

"Tumba," with its crisp, driving axé 

rhythm—she really closes the distances between the continents. (Same 

too, "Ominira," co-composed with guitarist Vinicius Cantuaria.) "Afrika" 

proves to be a sophisticated samba hybrid powered by Kidjo's lush over-

dubbed harmonies, while the closer, a version of Serge Gainsbourg's 

"Ces Petits Riens," is a leftfield choice that works because of its sparse 

arrangement. The highlights, though, have to be her rootsy cover of 

Gilberto Gil's "Refiavela," which transports the Rio ghetto to West Africa, 

and the reflective "Okanbale," with its rippling kora lines. However, it's 

not all perfect: "Iwoya," a duet with the ubiquitous Dave Matthews, is 

musical:y anonymous, aimed quite squarely at a mainstream audience; 

and the title cut continues her flirtation with glossy R&B. But overall, the 

highs are higher, and the lows fewer and further between, making it the 

most complete and satisfying album of her career. >»CHRIS NICKSON 

e ARTIST APPEARS ON THIS MONTH'S CD • R.LYL. - RECOMMENDED IF YOU LIKE 

Link 

wvnvimperiaNeen.com 

File Under 

'ken love 

R.I.Y.L.  

Blondie, the Faint, Redd Kross 

IMPERIAL TEEN 
On Merge 

If only the '80s had lasted 12 years 

longer, the keyboard-rich, hormone-

high, decadent sound that has carried 

Imperial Teen into the new century 

wouldn't seem so kitschy. On their 

third record, On, the male/female 

vocals are breathy as Blondie, panting 

becomes percussion and clapping 

keeps the rhythm á la "Hey Mickey!" 

but it still feels as timeless as high-

schoolers in lust. From the opening 

track, "Ivanka," the sound is stream-

lined and steamy, and layers of frenzied 

repetitions replace harmonies. Former 

Faith No More keyboardist Roddy 

Bottum founded the band in 1994 with former Sister Double 

Happiness/Dicks drummer Lynn Perko, and completed the current 

quartet with ex-Wrecks bassist Jone Stebbings and vocalist Will 

Schwartz. The andro-pop or bubble-grunge sound that they continue 

to brew preserves the edge of their past projects. Imperial Teen 

produced the new album themselves, with help from Steve 

McDonald of Redd Kross and that dog. veteran Anna Waronker. The 

band's history has equipped them with the elements to make a 

glammed-up and densely layered record. While lyrics like, "My 

hair used to be black/ It's white as a bone," may show their age, the 

grown-up Teens are still having a good time. >»KARA ZUARO 

02002 METROPOLIS RECORDS 
info: www.metropolis-records.com 
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20 CUTS 

OF DEEP SLACKER JAZZ 

Includes extensive track-by-track commentary 

by frontman Mike Doughty. 

plus 3 hard-to- find tracks 

THEIR FIRST BEST-OF, 

EVER 

RHINO 

www.rhino.com 

www.marchrecords.com 

File Under 

An ingenious recess 

R.I.Y.L. 

Ween, Guided By Voices, 

Princess Superstar 

KLEENEX GIRL WONDER 
Alter Mathematics 

Sporting what might be the first-ever 

Parental Advisory label on an indie-pop 

release, After Mathematics literally 

wears its mastermind's sense of humor 

on its sleeve. The black and white warn-

ing is a sign of Kleenex Girl Wonder's 

(a.k.a. Graham Smith) taste for pushing 

boundaries, including a newfound affin-

ity for hip-hop, made apparent on cuts 

like "The Intentional Fallacy," where he 

raps like Ice-T with a lisp. Rap, though, 

is but one genre that Smith simultane-

ously lampoons and celebrates on his 

fifth album. Many of his guitar-based 

pop tunes are accompanied by abstract 

beats that sound like the work of a toddler Timbaland. While these 

ventures into electronic territory aren't misguided, their sophistica-

tion is questionable until the album's showstopper, "Everything Is 

Easy." The heartfelt tune bounces along tentatively before dissolving 

into a gorgeously authentic, Plone-esque IDM track. It's a rock/ 
electronic combo that's as perfectly executed as any previous attempt 

(by anyone) to morph the genres. The more straightforward " If You 

Only Knew" is a power ballad that would have been power-pop 

schlock in less tactful hands. Smith's songwriting is consistently first-

rate, though the production is sometimes so ragged that you'd think 

he considered low fidelity a virtue. No matter, After Mathematics isn't 

merely an enjoyable album—it is, track for vital track, a deliriously 

clever mix of silliness and skill. »»RICH JUZWIAK 

Link 

www.kmtdm.com 

File Under 

Unadulterated industrial rock 

R.I Y.L.  

Front 242, Frontline Assembly, 

Ministry 

Attak Metropolis 
Forget industrial music's often adolescent 

sturm und drcmg: Many who produce this 

aggressive, anti-corporate-rock music— 
Bill Leeb (Front Line Assembly), cEvin Key 

(Skinny Puppy) and Al Jourgenson 

(Ministry)—consistently push cutting-edge 

production into new places. KMFDM's 

remaining founder, Sascha Konietzko, has 

also ensconced himself in that category 

after 16 years of ball-busting rock riffs and 

rigid German drum programming, a fact 

evident on this 12th ICMFDM album. After 

iconic frontmcm En Esch split the group in 

1999, Koneitzko and guitarist Tim Skold 

formed MDFMK with Drill warbler Lucia 

Cifarelli, only to fold that project back into KMFDM. It's from these 
changes that Attak emerges, wherein Konietzko's facile studio techniques 

enable ICMFDM's signature blaring guitars to command complete atten-

tion while creating ample room for Konietzko and Cifarelli's acidic vocal 

rants. Whether you enjoy Amen breaks and 303 acid squiggles married to 

vocals, "Superhero" is remarkable in how Cifarelli's voice goes from a 

wispy Jewel-like demeanor to Hanin Elias's feral screaming without mud-

dying said breaks and squiggles. And while taking such a tack won't 

please older ICMF'DM fans looking for a return to the band's heavy-beat 

rock past (though the visceral guitars of "Dirty" and "Risen" feel ripped 

from 1993's Naïve), Konietzko's continued attempts to express intense, 

dark human emotion through the industrial paradigm set KNIFDM above 
much of the criticism aimed at the genre. »HEATH K HIGNIGFIT 
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Link 

www.spinartrecords.com/ 

bands_marylorson.html 

File Under 

Sweet melancholy 

R.I.Y.L. 

Walkabouts. Juliana Hatfield, 

Judy Collins 

MARY [ORSON AND 
SAINT LOW 
Tricks For Dawn pinArt 

Mary Lorson was the dulcet voice 

behind Madder Rose, her plaintive tone 

imbuing that band's early jangle pop, 

and later more shoegazey and electronic 

moments, with the tug of emotion. Tricks 

For Dawn is her second record as Saint 

Low, and here, that sense of emotion 

settles in for a long stay. Lorson sings 

just above a whisper over her own 

piano, light strings, acoustic guitar and 

other languorously played, warm-

sounding instruments. It's affecting and 

a bit sexy, giving a plainspoken grace to 

lyrics that often address a mysterious 

and universal "you," the perfect blank 

onto which you can project your own angsty mess of a life. "The burn-

ing sugar smell of you in love with someone else," she sings on "Long 

Way Down," which features unobtrusive backing vocals from Evan 

Dando, with a confidently heartbroken tone that suggests she'd 

understand your shit, or better, would be amenable to listening to 

you recount it over a couple of drinks. It's a very alluring combina-

tion. It all ends with the spare dissonance of the title track, its filmic 

sense of narrative left hanging unresolved in the organic symbolism 

of some gentle, hissing rain. The melodies are lovely, and the pro-

duction allows for outstandingly expressive performances all 

around, but sometimes records are best measured less by what they 

sound like than what they inspire. ,»scorr FRAMPTON 

Link 

www.krecs.com/mirah 

File Under 

Ornate bedroom indie-pop 

R.I.Y.L.  

Lisa Germano. early Liz Phair, 

Cat Power 

MIRAN 
Advisory Committee K 

Mirah sings in a girlish voice that 

bespeaks her songs' bedroom roots but 

belies her fearlessness. Following her 

acclaimed 2000 debut, the Washington-

based songwriter offers a second album 

with the same assortment of styles— 

folkie confessionals, jazzy cabaret pop, 

experimental digital rock. But Advisory 

Committee exhibits the growing bold-

ness of her production; again assisted 

by longtime collaborator Phil Evrum 

from the Microphones, Mirah reaches 

for a sonic palette that's downright 

ambitious, given her songs' intimate, 

clearly lo-fi roots. She trusts them to 

stand up to bold instrumentation, as on the rich, cinematic opener 

"Cold. Cold Water," which sports a panoramic Old West sound— 

galloping sound effects, timpani, strings—that suits the song's 

dramatic lyrics ("I saddled up my pony right/ And rode into the ghostly 

night"). One song later she's singing over echoey electronica, and the 

track after that sporting a close-miked acoustic guitar. Listening to 

Mirah, one imagines someone who despises categorization; it's hard 

to even call her songs folk-based, since the great, anthemic "Apples 

In The Trees" is rock to its core, all electric guitar and thudding beats. 

While it may take a listen or two to "get" Mirah, she definitely has 

her own sound, one that broadens the definition of lo-fi indie pop and 

proves gradually addicting. s»CHRIS MOLANPHY 

Link 

MEDESKI MARTIN Er WOOD if) 
Uninvisible Blue Note 

The baddest organ trio in the land 

again rockets along the space-funk 

continuum with Uninvisible, a blend of 

dirty soul-jazz, samples, loops and 

assorted oddities that elevate the 

music beyond the grooves. For this 

disc, the trio hit its Shacklyn Studio in 

Brooklyn for some good old-fashioned 

www.mmw.net jamming, and then with producer 

File Under Scotty Hard (Wu-Tang Clan, Cypress 

Vital organ grooves Hill), shaped things into more than a 

R.IY.L. dozen song-sized snippets. Guests 

Sex Mob, DJ Logic, Galactic, who help warp the sounds into a 

Larry Young coherent and adventuresome mix 

include Afro-Cuban percussion player 

Eddie Bobe and gearologist Danny Blume; the title track makes use 

of Antibalas's Afrobeat horn section, and then leaves the horns 

alone in an echo chamber as MMW disappears. Even when the trio 

is deep in the Hammond B-3 bag of Jimmys Smith and McGriff (as 

on the mostly straight-ahead "I Wanna Ride You"), MMW turns on 

a dime to move things into the ambient or hip-hop side, as with the 

loopy "Off The Table." Once again, John Medeski's organ moves 

are the dominant force, but on tracks like "Smoke," when Chris 

Wood's burbling bassline kicks things off and drummer Billy 

Martin (a.k.a. Illy B on his own DJ-driven projects) lays down the 

law, the extraordinary musical benefits of more than a decade 
playing together really shine. ,»BILL KISLIUK 
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Link.  

www.themooneysuzuki.com 

File Under 

Garage days revisited 

R.I.Y.L.  

The Strokes, the Pretty Things, 

the Who 

THE MOONEY SU/UNI 
Electric Sweat udininun 

These days garage rock is less about 

practicing in the garage than it is 

about shopping for records at garage 

sales. Hidden behind Carole King's 

Tapestry and Billy Joel's Piano Man sits 

an old Small Faces album, and a 

young kid's life is forever changed. 

There's something in the primal thump 

and urgency of an under-produced 

record with tons of shocking reverb 

that immediately excites young minds 

and compels them to form bands. The 

New York City-bred Mooney Suzuki— 

named after two Can singers, Malcolm 

Mooney and Damo Suzuki—recorded 

their second album in Detroit, where they tapped the spirits of the 

MC5 and the Stooges (that's "TV Eye" spotted on the title track), and 

were crawling out of their cribs back when the Chesterfield Kings 

first reproduced the Rolling Stones' Now! Playing music nearly 

four decades removed usually means surviving on some bizarre 

revival circuit, but the Plooneys have enough real energy sparking 

their recordings to transcend the traditions they're upholding. "In 

A Young Man's Mind" packs the thunder of the early Who with its 

preening swagger, while "The Broken Heart" tackles the R8LB bal-

lad just as urban young punks like Them did back in their day. 

Must be a fluke of chemistry, but this bubblegum ain't losing its 

flavor on the bedpost overnight. »me O'CONNOR 
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BOB MOULD 
Modulate ut allay 

After 19 years making some of the loud-

est, most melodic rock to ever not grace 

commercial airwaves, Bob Mould has 

decided to take his sound in a direction 

that's every bit as surprising as his 

second career writing pro-wrestling 

storylines: He's gone techno. Well, sort 

Link of. Modulate, the former Husker Dü and 

www.bobmould.com Sugar frontman's first new album since 

File Under 1998's The Last Dog And Pony Show, is 

Bastard child of punk split between conventional power pop 

and Eut disco and bubbly electronic music. Unfortun-

R.I.Y.L. ately, Mould doesn't seem entirely 

Sugar's Copper Blue, comfortable with or committed to this 

Erasure's Innocents world of loops and samples, and 

lightweight electronic tracks like 

"Rain" and "Lost Zoloft" lack the surefootedness of the album's 

more impassioned uptempo rockers. Mould's trademark torrent of 

guitar noise kicks off with "Slay/Sway," and "Soundonsound" 

scores with a chorus straight off his 1992 disc with Sugar, Copper 

Blue, while "The Receipt" proves that he still has a way with a surly 

kiss-off ("I took the highroad for too long and I still hate your 

favorite song/ So let there be no doubt what this one's all about"). 

Later this year, Mould plans to release an all-electronic album and 

an acoustic disc in the same vein as 1989's Workbook. He's mastered 

the latter with Workbook: it'll be interesting to see what he does 

with the former. >»MICHELLE KLEINSAK 

Link 

www.kracfiye.com 

File Under 

Short attention span theater 

R.I.v.L. 

Matmos. Aphex Twin. Autechre 

THE ORIGINAL INSTRUMENT 
The Original Instrument Kractive 

Here's an exercise: Imagine a record 

made entirely of miniscule vocal 

samples (coughing, half-words, random 

vowels) strung together into sequences. 

Then imagine that it's good—you'd have 

The Original Instrument. Despite a 

formula that sounds like a recipe for 

IDM disaster, the four members of TOI 

(Christopho Graves, Noah Sasso, Joseph 

Miragliuolo and Reimer Eising, all regu-

lars of the New Hampshire-based 

Kracfive collective) have created an 

album that challenges the notions of 

what electronic music should sound like 

and still remains listenable. The tracks 

on their debut swirl around the head like a half-formed dream one 

minute and pulse and splutter like Matmos at their best the next. 

Opener "Bop Me" sequences several women's voices into a tense, 

circular melody, while "Birds For Beginners" strings some scandalous 

samples of possibly pornographic origin into a bizarrely funky dance 

track (without beats, of course). The deliciously twisted "Heavens To 

Betsy" delivers the sound of Destiny's Child forced through an IDM 

strainer. Other experiments bend the human voice to previously 

unheard extremes: "Rosetta" and "Conversong" stretch single notes 

into four-minute drone pieces that would do Stars Of The Lid proud. 

The disc even includes a painstakingly transcribed "lyrics" sheet for 

the masochists out :here. Sample lyric: "Dih doe I did doh I dihih/ Ih ih 

ih bwww." Deep. »rTOM MALLON 
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PHANTOM PLANET 
The Guest Epic 

It's easy to want to hate Phantom 

Planet— five Hollywood boys with 

movie/modeling money (drummer Jason 

Schwartzman acting in Rushmore and 

S)ackers, singer Alex Greenwald strut-

ting in Gap Commercials and the recent 

Donnie Darko) and fancy pedigrees 

Link (Schwartzman is Talia Shires son and 

www.phantomplanet.com Francis Ford Coppola's nephew, bassist 

File Jnder Sam Farrar is the son of John Farrar). 

Purebreed pop But the truth of the matter? Phantom 

R.I.Y.L. Planet is not a Hollywood vanity band. 

Weezer, Elvis Costello, Sure, the bandmembers can't boast the 

Crowded House. the Outfield trademark rock 'n' roll struggles, but 

Phantom Planet's second LP, The Guest, 

doesn't come off al all like the poodle-rock you might imagine it to be. 

Schwartzman beats the living shit out of his drums, and his playing 

is inventive and precise; Greenwald's voice bounds like a pubescent 

Jeff Buckley with a little less torment; and overall the band's songs 

are strong, well-arranged modern-rock tracks. Producer Tchad Blake 

(Pearl Jam, Crowded House) polished the young men to a perfectly 

shiny gleam, and the hooks on The Guest are unavoidable. Sure, it 

gets a little derivative sometimes, and here and there they veer into 

cheese territory; but there's promise inherent in Phantom Planet that 

you can't deny—even if it'd be a lot more psychologically rewarding 

to cast aspersions. >,>NICOLE KEIPER 

Link 

www.astralwerks.com 

File Under 

I see you baby 

RI. Y. L. 

Groove Armada, 

Basement Jaxx. Jimi Tenor 

PLAYGROUP I'.? 
Playgroup ùource-Astralwerks 

Trevor Jackson wears his Rolodex on his 

sleeve. Playgroup, his upbeat collection 

of nuevo-retro club tracks, features col-

laborations with some of the contacts 

he's made as a producer/remixer for U2, 

U.N.K.L.E. and Massive Attack, among a 

host of others. So we get to hear Bikini 

Kill/Le Tigre's Kathleen Hanna's turn as 

a dancefloor diva, plus other unlikely 

and seamless contributions from Edwyn 

Collins (Orange Juice), Roddy Frame 

(Aztec Camera), loi (Lucy Pearl) and 

acid house abstract rapper KC Flightt. 

The styles vary, as is often the case with 

these producer-led projects, but the feel 

of these tracks is consistent: Whether it's a dancehall version of Paul 

Simon's "50 Ways To Leave Your Lover" or the Tom Tom Club and 

Grandmaster Flash rhythm collision in "Fatal," all work as part of a 

protracted dancefloor seduction. Adding to this randy vibe are 

tracks—like disc-opener "Number One" and the mid-disc interlude 

"Surface Ta Air"—that are essentially inventive reworkings of gold-

chain-and-chest-hair funk. Hanna's "Bring It On" ventures further 

into the '80s, starting with an off-kilter reggae sample, then boiling 

down its rhythm into propulsive new wave-y thump that drops out 

entirely to accentuate the adorable break in her yelp. There's nothing 

to be ashamed of here, but the disc does leave you feeling a little 

dirty, which for many, is the essence of pleasure. >»PAEL CARNEY 

piebelel 
PIEBALD 
We Are The Only Friends We Have 

Uig Wheel Fiecreation 

Piebald's sense of humor has always set 

them apart from their guitar-driven pop-

rock peers— take the anthemic chorus of 

"The Monkey Versus The Robot," off the 

band's third longplayer, We Are The 

Only Friends We Have: "We have the 

Link best job ever/ Yeah we really got lucky/ 

www.piebald.com We're nobody's robots/ We're nobody's 

File Under monkey." The Boston quartet's not just 

Revenge of the nerds one-liners and rock guitars, however: 

R.I.Y.L. There's an underlying seriousness to 

Ben Folds. the Promise Ring, frontman Travis Shettel's lyrics that 

Weezer. Hey Mercedes leaves you obliged to sympathize and 

understand, the same way you'd listen 

to a child's lament about a bully at school. That undercurrent has 

only grown stronger here, with some tracks altogether free of gags, 

dealing instead with issues of desperation and longing. This time 

around, Piebald's playing and songwriting are tighter than ever, too. 

Producer Paul Kolderie (Radiohead, Pixies, Morphine) whips a slick, 

defined and dynamic performance out of the band, with noticeable 

additions to their standard guitar/bass/drums instrumentation: 

layered effects, bongos, piano, Moog, trumpets, synthesizers, hand 

claps, organs and even a chorus of children. Choruses that won't 

leave your head, driving basslines and almost mathematical beats 

that still leave you clapping and snapping your fingers—this is 

wuss-rock at its finest, only with a quirky side. >»CHRIS ENRIQUEZ 

Soundtrack For A Generation I IN STORES NOW 

"A fantastic melodic journey"- Ride BMX 
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REKS 
Along Came The Chosen Brick 
Boston hip-hop artists have struggled 

to break out nationally and get beyond 

underground notoriety. While MC's 

like EDO.G, Mr. Lif and Akrobatik have 

opened doors, REKS may be the rapper 

to kick it wide open, as his Along 

Came The Chosen heralds a fresh, 

Link fervent new voice. REKS delivers the 

www.brickrecords.com whole package: Throughout the 17-song 

File Under set, he blends external and internal 

Gritty hip-hop rhymes with clever wordplay, his flow 

R.I.Y.L. is tight, his observations keen and his 

Gang Starr, Afu-Ra, Mr. Lit versifying as crisp as a Halloween 
morning. With the Soul Searchers 

producing most of the tracks. REKS 

doesn't stray far from boilerplate hip-hop content, strutting about 

his skills and reflecting on life in urban America. But "Final Four" 

(featuring Boston MC Esoteric and Shabaam Sandeeq among 

others) is inventive and free of playa-hating, "Skills 101" boasts 

superior scratching from DJ Fakts One and some of the disc's 

fleetest rhymes, and the language on "Fearless" is coiled, smart 

and free of excess verbiage. The best cut is the introspective and 

almost mournful "Science Of Life IL" where REKS and Alias from 

the OVM posse take a look in the mirror while trying to find 

their place in the world—it's an extraordinary song and the pinna-

cle of this often-startling debut. >»KEN CAPOBIANCO 

JOSH 'ROUSE 

I. 

Link 

www.joshrouse.com 

File Under 

Singer-songwriter musicality 

R.I.Y.L. 

Matthew Sweet, Elliott Smith. 

Doug Hoekstra 

JOSH ROUSE 
Under Cold Blue Stars Rykodisc-Slow River 
Josh Rouse has, from the very start, 

been a very accessible songwriter. He 

favors clarity over obscurity, and flashes 

a bit of groove while he's at it. The 

thing that's so appealing about Under 

Cold Blue Stars, Rouse's third record for 

Rykodisc, is the way producer Roger 

Moutenot has taken a hand in bringing 

out the melodicism that's always been 
a key facet of Rouse's sound. Nick 

Drake's songs had that same quality, 

though his innate melodic foundation 

was frequently overlooked as critics 

contemplated the weight of his lyrical 

statements. Here, the sheer musicality 

of Rouse's work is in full bloom. On "Nothing Gives Me Pleasure," 

Moutenot surrounds Rouse's catchy chorus with a subtle array of 

instrumental voices, adding tremendous sonic breadth to the tune. 

"Christmas With Jesus" is a cool lyric couched in an equally engaging 

arrangement that provides the real hook for the song. The title track 

glides along on a lilting melody (underwritten by a nicely syncopated 

bit of drumming from Darren Jessee, late of Ben Folds Five) and 
layered sounds brushed on like an oil painting. The dealbreaker 

here, however, is in Rouse's songcraft—it's never been better, and a 

well-chosen match with Moutenot's production hipness results in 

the best record Rouse has ever tracked. >»PHILIP VAN VLECK 
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Link 

www.tigerstylerecords.com 

File Under 

Straight- up crazed rock ' n' roll 

R.I.Y.L.  

Hot Snakes. AC/DC, 

the Jesus Lizard 

RYE COALITION 
On Top Tiger Style 

For their first release on NYC's Tiger 

Style Records, Rye Coalition have 

scaled down their jerky rock attack for a 

more straight-ahead, but no less abra-

sive, guitar-driven approach. The disc is 

similar to their first two Gem Blandsten 

releases, He Saw Duh Kaht and The 

Lipstick Game, but instead of the stop-

and-start pyrotechnics that propelled 

those records, the Steve Albini-produced 

On Top goes for a more direct path that 

shows off the band's classic-rock influ-

ences. It's still a sleazy rock 'n' roll 

misadventure, and from the over-

distorted Zeppelin-esque riffs to the 

bizarre Tom Waits vocal style on "Freshly Frankness," the Jersey City 

quintet rarely even stops to catch its breath. The dissonant guitar 

work that has distinguished their previous efforts is still there, and 

this time around they also squeeze some bluesy grooves into their 

massive wall of sound. Vocalist Ralph Cuseglio screams his way 

through every number like a man pushed too far over the edge, and 

his twistedly humorous lyrics paint a picture of hard-rocking thugs 

who could punch a nun and find it completely laughable. Rye 

Coalition are still making completely original-sounding and outra-

geously heavy music, and while they may not like you all that much, 

their unrepentant approach will still leave you grateful for the 
whoopin' they deliver. >»PETE D'ANGELO 

Link 

www.jetsetrecords.com/ 

bands/seaworthy 

File Under 

Var! 

R.I.Y.L. 

SEAWORTHY 
The Ride Jetset 
It's rare that a band's name directly 

corresponds to the content of the music 

that they produce, but such is the case 

with Athens, Georgia's Seaworthy. 

Consisting of Macha frontman Josh 

McKay and a few guest vocalists 

(including Haca of Japanese art-rockers 

After Dinner), Seaworthy creates the 

aural equivalent of an underwater 

dream, complete with samples of 

waves crashing and sonar-like cymbal 

pings. The Ride is missing the Eastern 

influences and textures that sent 

Mogwai, Macha, Sigur Res Macha's See It Another Way to the top 

of the college-radio charts in 1999, 

opting to exchange exotic for more 

forcefully hypnotic sounds. With the exception of Haco's velvety 

falsetto on "The Day," the sparse, whispered vocals on The Ride 

simply add another sonic layer to the ominous journey. Swirling, 

atmospheric effects and heady keyboards dominate the album as 

each song leaks into the next, the rhythms pulsating insistently 

with various clicks and clacks. The album ends with a two-part 

opus ("The Ride") that features the album's only discernable 

vocals, surrounded by rolling waves and pounding, gloomy piano. 

Drawing on the sounds of the ocean for a band you call Seaworthy 

verges on shtick, but The Ride comes beguilingly close to repre-

senting the power and stunning beauty of the sea. »ALEX NAIDUS 

SCHATZ' 
Fifty Reasons To Explode Mammoth 

Now that the Fat Wreck Chords-led pop-

punk revolution of the early '90s has all 

but died, ample space has been cleared 

for an entirely new brand of teenage 

rebel music. Chain wallets and cheap 

hair dye have given way to tight jeans 

and T-shirts, and kids these days seem 

Link to be taking themselves far more 
vnvw.schatzlnet seriously. That's right, people, we're 

File Under talking about emo. Love it or hate it, it's 

Emu's pst a club in Austin the musical choice of many a troubled 

R I Y L. adolescent, and as evidenced by the 

Jimmy Eat World. Hey Mercedes, recent success of bands like Jimmy Eat 

Saves The Day World and Saves The Day, music-indus-

try big wigs have started to take notice. 
That said, the time is just right for Austin's Schatzi to be releasing its 

sophomore full-length, Fifty Reasons To Explode. The 13-track disc is 

full of well-produced pop-punk that has just as much in common with 

NOFX and Lagwagon as it does with Jimmy Eat World and Braid. The 

heavily syncopated guitar parts and tight, intricate drumming 

provide sufficiently interesting groundwork for what the kids will 

really latch on to: catchy-as-hell vocal melodies and harmonies 

courtesy of Schatz:i's team of singer/guitarists, Monte Williams and 

Chris Kyle. By combining lively, almost danceable beats with lyrics 

that don't insult the intelligence of potential listeners ("Gladys," 

"Death Of The Alphabet"), Schatzi should be able to stand its ground 

among the genre's heavy hitters. >»MIKE CONKLIN 



Link  

www.skatingclub.com 

File Under 

Hypno-slowmo-pop 

R.I.Y.L.  

Red House Painters, Low, Ida, 

Simon & Garfunkel 

SKATING CLUB 
Skating Club ing Tree 

Calling a sailboat in Boston Harbor 

home had quite the tangible effect on 

Skating Club mainman Aubrey 

Anderson—listening to SK's self-titled 

debut, you can't help but paint an image 

of sitting on the edge of a dock, haphaz-

ardly flicking your toes over the tops of 

the water and staring off at an end-of-
summer sky. A florid comparison, yes, 

but Skating Club is all about mood— 

from the gallons of reverb on Anderson's 

guitars to the miles of echo on the 

drums—so a picture of the album's 

atmosphere is altogether more accurate 

than a simple breakdown of influences 

and instrumentation. At its core, Skating Club does fish in the same 

pool as moody bands like Low and Ida, all slow and gentle melodies 

with breathy vocals floated on top, but Anderson never gets lost in 

melodrama or overly weepy. And while the album does have a 

cohesive mood. Anderson's tendency to experiment with different 

timbres—say, lacing a syrupy guitar with a light digital squall, or 

casting some Rhodes piano plinks between his phrases—keeps 

things hypnotizing, rather than snooze-inducing. Skating Club is 

surprisingly comfortable with brevity, too—most songs clock in at 

around three minutes—something not generally part of the slowcore 

canon. But SK has a tighter grasp on pop than most in that club, too, 

which makes them miserable in an irresistible way. >»NICOLE KEIPER 

CD Available @ 
http://cdbaby.com/etikemic 

http://etikemic.com 4 

MC SOlAAR 
Cinquieme As Elektra 

For over a decade, MC Solaar has been 

the de facto ambassador of hip-hop en 

français, a Gallic godsend among acid-

jazz connoisseurs and a patron saint 

among relatively hip college French 

teachers who love to rock his 1994 Serge 

Gainesbourg-sampling hit "Nouveau 

Link Western" on the last day of class. 

www.solaarsystem.net Although known mainly for relaxed 

File Under jazz-rap and some late '90s trip-hop 

Le hip, le hop, tu don't stop experiments. Solaar's fifth album, 

R.I.Y.L. Cinquieme As (translated: Fifth Ace), is 

Guru, Le Flow 2, Akhenaton a decidedly brasher outing, building his 
always luminous and percolating flow 

over an orchestral platform influenced 

by the economical beats of DJ Premier and DJ Muggs. The updated 

production can be heavy-handed, but Solaar expands his musical 

palette into some scintillating creative detours. In "Hasta La Vista Mi 

Amor," Solaar rocks another language completely incomprehensible 

to American listeners over some sputtery electronic castanets. "Baby 

Love" is a steamy love jam (made all the sexier by being in le 

langage de l'amour) simmering with Zapp-y vocoders and an oh-so-

2001 two-step breakdown. But most brazen is the lush "Solaar Pluere" 

("Solaar Weeps"), which should prove to be a pretty acrimonious 

number to anyone who understands French. If not, then a handful of 

English words like "Satan," "apocalypse" and "fuck" should get the 

point across nicely. ,,,CHRISTOPHER R WEINGARTEN 

Link 

www.omarsosa.com 

File Under 

Mad, mad world music 

R.I.Y.L. 

John Santos, Airto Moreira, 

Pancho Quinto 

OMAR SISA 
Sentir Ola 

Omar Sosa brings the world together 

without really throwing a party. On his 

eighth disc, the Cuban-born pianist 

and composer taps the rhythms of 

North Africa and Latin America, and 

tosses in a few rushes of spiritually 

driven beat poetry to get North 

America in his world-jazz mix. It is an 

exotic but familiar blend for Sosa, who 

pulled a similar feat on the livelier 

Prietos last go 'round. But this time 

Sosa doesn't add any horns to infuse 

his world-jazz stew with melody. Built 

on the urgent and earthy bata drums, 

maracas, the three-stringed guembri 

played by the Gnawa people of Morocco, and Sosa's own extremely 

percussive, splintered Cubop piano stylings, there is too little to 

leaven the tribal rhythms. Cuban-born Yoruba singer Martha 

Gallaraga's voice is powerful if not terribly warm, though she and 

Sosa weave quiet beauty into the stirring ballad "Tres Notas En 

Amarillo." Other tracks that offer highlights are the dancing "Rojo y 
Negro" and "Monte Blanco." But even there. Sosas rap tends to 

explore mildly evocative alliterations and rhymes without throwing 

down fresh insights. Sentir means to touch or feel, and Sosa, who 

has lived in Ecuador and Northern California before decamping to 

Spain, touches all corners of the globe with his sounds. He just 

doesn't quite bring them together. »Ala KISLIUK 
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Link 

www.label-bleu.com 

File Under 

Mali bumbaye 

R.I.Y.L. 

Ali Farka loure, 

DJELIMAOY MUMMA 
Sigui ¡if oiwu 
One of the most powerful guitar players 

alive, Djelimady Tounkara steps out 

from his role as lead guitarist of Mali's 

venerable Super Rail Band with his 

first solo disc. This acoustic project 

showcases Tounkara's mastery of the 

traditional trilling, blustery music 

associated with the griots— musicians 

and praise singers who have been a 

fixture of West Africa's Manding culture 

for centuries. There are vocalists and 

African instruments in the session, but 

Tounkara's crisp, eloquent guitar riff ing 

Super Rail Band, S.E. Roge gets free reign, evoking the sounds of 

the kora (21-string harp), ngoni (banjo-

like spike lute) and wooden-slatted balafon. Deep Manding tracks 

like "Mandé Djeliou," "Sigui," "Amary Ndaou" and "Yemaryo" 

explore Tounkara's personal take on the august classical repertoire, 

full of dark tonalities and dramatic flourishes. "Gnima Diala" 

delivers the more lilting, Latin-tinged sound of Guinean music, 

while "Samakoun" ventures boldly into flamenco territory. There is 

no hint of calculated, producer-driven crossover gimmickry here. 

Listeners familiar with the bluesy Ali Farka Toure will find 

Tounkara's playing more stately and deliberate, but also more 

technically dazzling. Long one of the best kept secrets in African 

music, Tounkara's rippling, passionate guitar approach is ripe for 
discovery with Sigui. >»BANNING EYRE 

Link 

www.thewalkmen.com 

File Under 

The new New York 

R.I.Y.L. 

Jonathan Are*Eater, 

the Strokes, B.R.M.C., Magazine 

THE WALKMEN 
Everyone Who Pretended To Like Me Is Gone 
Star Time International 

The Walkmen are risen from the ashes 

of Jonathan Fire*Eater, a New York buzz 

band that briefly epitomized New York 

cool when the Strokes were still in 

private school. The Walkmen team JF*E's 

guitarist, drummer and keyboard player 

(Walter Martin, who forgoes his former 

passion for "96 Tears"-style organ in 

favor of lighter sounds) with two friends 

from the Recoys, and they're as art-

damaged as they are song-happy. 

"They're Winning" is a droning two-

minute vamp with enigmatic vocals and 

barely any chord changes: the song's 

single dimension is typical of about half of Everyone Who Pretended 

To Like Me Is Gone. "The Blizzard Of '96" and "French Vacation" also 

stay in one place, but it's a pretty cool place, full of eliding vocals, 

tinkling keyboards, and ringing, repetitive guitars. Better yet are the 

more structured and energetic songs that dominate the disc's second 

half. "We've Been Had," "That's The Punch Line," and especially "Rue 

The Day" and "I'm Never Bored" sound like classic post-punk singles, 

with memorable melodies rooted in / 54-era Wire and Brecht-Weill 

cabaret ballads. For better or worse, Hamilton Leithauser's vocals 

have an edgy detachment that's not far from the knowing sneer of the 

Strokes' Julian Casablancas, but all involved insist any similarities 

are coincidence, not a scene. Think of the two bands as kissing 

cousins of the new New York cool. >»STEVE KLINGE 

Link 

www.johntrudell.com 

File Under 

Native Americas words 

of wisdom 

R.I.Y.L. 

JOHN TRUER 
Bone Days udeinun 
Native American activist und spoken-

word artist John Trudell is never going 

to make another album like his debut, 

AKA Grafitti Man. The sheer July that 

drove that release—his belief that the 

U.S. government killed his wife and 

child—has dissipated, and his world 

vision isn't as blinkered. While he still 

states the plight of his people clearly on 

"Hanging From The Cross" ("Indians 

are Jesus/ Hanging from the cross") and 

"Crazy Horse," he's moved on from 

hatred, focusing on love and sensuality 

Robbie Robertson, Floyd Red ("Undercurrent" and "Takes My Breath") 

Crow Westerman, Joy Harjo and broken women ("Nothing In Her 

Eyes" and "Lucky Motel"). He's a man 

who's finally come to terms with the suffering in his life: "My heart 

doesn't hurt anymore/ But my soul does, maybe/ That's what souls are 

for, to/ Take the hurt the heart can't take" (from "Doesn't Hurt 

Anymore"). Musically, Trudell's palette remains much as it's been for 

a decade—the Native singing of Quiltman and the atmospheric elec-

tric guitars of Mark Shark and Billy Watts powering the tracks, with 

Trudell's intonations so even and controlled they're sometimes chill-

ing. Now that his rage has been tempered by time, and he can look 

with clarity outside his own corner of the world, John Trudell's great 

role, perhaps is to use his words and wisdom to help others bear the 

weight of the world. >CHRIS NICKSON 
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Tear From The Red Trustkill 
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Empiricism Century Media 
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MARCH 12 

BATHGATE Dear Rich: Amenca My Story To You Virgin 
BENETT Welcome To The Jungle March 

BOB BROZMAN 8. RENE LACAILLE Dig Dig 
World Music Network 
CALIBRETTO Adventures In Tokyo Tooth And Nail 
CALIFONE Sometimes Good Weather Follows Bad 
People Perishable 
JOHNNY CASH Carryin On With Johnny Cash 
And June Carter: The Fabulous Johnny Cash, 
Hymns By Johnny Cash, Orange Blossom Special: 
Ride This Train ( reissues) Columbia Legacy 
PAOUITO DRIVERA The Best 01 . Columbia Legacy 
BILLY ECKSTINE Singing In 12 Great Movies 
(reissue) Verve 
EELS Souliacker Dream Works 
ELITE FORCE Crew One/Killer Elite ( 12-inch) 
Moonshine Green 
FALCONER Chapters From A Vale Forelorn Metal Blade 
FINCH What It Is To Burn Drive Thru 
KENNY GARRETT Happy People Warner Bros. 
WARREN HILL Love Songs Narada Jazz 
BILLIE HOLIDAY Body 8 Soul ( reissue) Verve 
KINKY Nettwerk 
PINA KOLLARS A Quick Look Narada World 
DAVID LANZ David Lanz—The Romantic Narada 
LITTLE CHARLIE AND THE NIGHTCATS That's 
Big! Alligator 
LP Progress ( 12-inch) Moonshine Blue 
MASTERS OF THE HEMISPHERE I Can't Believe 
The Volume Kindercore 
NERD In Search Of... Virgin 

MICHAEL NYMAN Film Music 1980-2001 Virgin 
JEAN-LUC PONEY The Best Of... Columbia 
Legacy 
POUND BOYS VS. FLOOR FILLERZ Mallunktion 
(12- inch) Moonshine Red 
PSYCHEDELIC FURS Forever Now: Psychedelic 
Furs: Talk. Talk. Talk ( reissues) Columbia Legacy 
OUARASHI Jinx Time Bomb-Columbia 
SIMPLY JEFF Breakbeat Massive Moonshine 
SQUAD FIVE-0 Squad Five-0 Tooth And Nail 
OMAR FARUK TELBILEK Alit Love Supreme 
Narada World Select 
TOSCA Suzuki In Dub IK7 
UNCLE TUPELO Greatest Hits Columbia Legacy 
TOWNES VAN ZANDT The Best 01 Townes Van 
Zandt Tomato 
VARIOUS ARTISTS Latin Groove Putumayo 
VARIOUS ARTISTS Latin Kids Putumayo 
VARIOUS ARTISTS Rough Guide To Bollywood 
World Music Network 
VARIOUS ARTISTS Rough Guide To Haiti World 
Music Network 
VARIOUS ARTISTS Shadow Masters: New. Used 
& Absurd Shadow 
VARIOUS ARTISTS X-5 VP 
KIRK WHALUM The Best Of... Columbia Legacy 
EARL ZINGER Escape From Ibiza ( 12-inch) !KI 

MARCH 19 

ATOMSPLIT Microstar Shut Eye 
CHRIS BARTH Loving Ott The Land Mr Whiggs 
BEADY BELLE Home Jazzland 
BRANDO Single Crown Postcard Recordhead-
Mr Whiggs 
BRICK LAYER CAKE Whatchamacallit Touch and Go 
CLINIC 3 EPs ( reissue) Domino US 
CUSTOM Fast ARTISTdirect 
DIESELBOY ProlectHUMAN HUMAN-System 
EAST RIVER PIPE Shining Hours In A Can 

Reissues Merge 
GREEN PAJAMAS This Is Where We Disappear Rubric 
HEX HECTOR New York Drum Sessions Ultra 
H.N.A.S. Im Schatten Der Mohre ( reissue) 
Streamline-Drag City 
IMPOSSIBLE SHAPES Laughter Fills Our Hollow 
Dome RecordheadIMr Whiggs 
K'S CHOICE Almost Happy Sony 
KMFDM Attak Metropolis 

In 50 words or less, tell me which is your favorite 
KMFDM record and why and the best answer can 
win my extra copy of this tomm@cny con, 
MICE PARADE All Roads Lead To Salzburg Bubblecore 
MIGUEL WIGS NakedMusic-Astralwerks 
MIMIR Mimir Streamline-Drag City 
MIRAH Advisory Committee K 
NO-NO'S Let Your Shadow Out EP Animal World 

THE ORIGINAL INSTRUMENT The Original 
Instrument Krachve 
PAIN OF SALVATION Remedy Lane Inside Out-
Century Media 

JOHNNY PAYCHECK The Soul & Edges. The Best 
Of Johnny Paycheck Epic Legacy 
PLAYGROUP Playgroup Source-Astralwerks 
BO RAMSEY In The Weeds Trailer-Rubric 
RYE COALITION On Top Tiger Style 
SUSHIROBO Drawings And Garbage Structures 
Pattern 25 
SCHATZI 50 Reasons To Explode Mammoth 
LUKE SLATER Nothing At All ( 12-inch) Mute 
SUPER FURRY ANIMALS Rings Around The World 

XL-Beggars 
TRIAL BY FIRE Ringing In The Dawn Jade Tree 
VANDEN PLAS Beyond Daylight Inside Out-
Century Media 
VARIOUS ARTISTS A Low Watt Document: 
Confectionary Infections Shut Eye 
VARIOUS ARTISTS Leaves From The Tree: A 
Tribute To The Music Of Peter Gabriel Vitamin 
BUGGE WESSELTOFT Moving Jazzland 
XINLISUPREME Tomorrow Never Comes Falcat-
Bubblecore 
NEIL YOUNG Harvest (DVD Audio. Reissue) 
Warner Bros. 

MARCH 22 

ACID MOTHERS TEMPLE In C Sgualer-Surehre 
GOLD SPARKLE BAND Fugues And Flowers 

Squaler-Surefire 
JET BY DAY The Feedback That Distracts Us 
Moodswing 
NOIZE CREATOR Deferred Media Ambush-Surefire 

MARCH 26 

CLAUDIA ACUNA Rhythm Of Life Verve 
ALL THAT REMAINS Behind Silence And Solitude 
Metal Blade 
SUSANA BACA Espiritu Luaka Bop 
BIG HEAD TODD AND THE MONSTERS Riviera 
Warner Bros. 
BLEND Echo Warrior Shadow 
BLUDGEON Crucify The Priest Metal Blade 
BLU MAR TEN Producer 03 Good Looking 
CARRITUCK COUNTY Unpacking My Library Teenbeat 
CHEAP TRICK Live At Budokan ( reissue) Epic Legacy 
CHINCHILLA The Last Millennium Metal Blade 
JOHN COLTRANE Ballads Deluxe Edition. Coltrane 
Deluxe Edition ( reissue) Impulse! 
FERRY CORSTEN Global Trancemissions 02 
Moonshine 
JACK DANGERS Series 7: Variaciones Espectrales 
Instinct 
DEVLINS Consent Nettwerk 
DO MAKE SAY THINK 8. Yet & Yet Constellation 
DRAG THE RIVER Closed Upland 
FINE CHINA You Make Me Hate Music Tooth And Nail 
FLIN FLON Chicoutimi Teenbeat 
JEFF GOLUB Do It Again GRP 
ED HARCOURT Here Be Monsters Capitol 
HATEBREED Perseverance Universal 
HAYDEN Skyscraper National Park Badman 
CHRIS HILLMAN & HERB PETERSON Way Out 
West Back Porch 
THE HOLLIES Greatest Hits Epic Legacy 
ILLHARMONICS Take 2 Uprok 
ISLET BROTHERS Greatest Hits. Vol. 1 Epic Legacy 
KIDNEYTHIEVES ZerOspace Extasy 
JENNIFER MCLAREN Night Light Nettwerk 
JOHN MCLAUGHLIN Shakti ( Box Set) Verve 
MOODSWINGS Honzontal Water Music-Universal 
ESTRELLA MORENTE My Songs An A Poem 
Real World 
MOTH Provisions, Fiction And Gear Virgin 

MY MORNING JACKET Chocolate And Ice ( EP) Badman 
TED NUGENT The Uttimate Ted Nugent Epic Legacy 
OC SUPERTONES Live Volume One BEC 
PLANKEYE Best (t1 BEC 
PEPECITO REYES Pepecito Reyes Narada World 
SECRET MACHINES September 000 (EP) Ace Fu 

SINISTER LUCK ENSEMBLE Anniversary Perishable 
SPARTA Austere Dream Works 
—The non-afro contingent of At The Drive-In. 
ST. GERMAIN Boulevard. New Version The 
Complete Series PIAS America 
TONY STAMPLEY Rebelution DreamWorks 
GARRISON STARR Songs From Take Ott To 
Landing Back Porch 
TIGER SAW Blessed Are The Trials We Will Find 
Kimchee 
TOWER OF POWER Soul With A Capital ' S': The 
Best (t1 Tower Of Power Epic Legacy 
VARIOUS ARTISTS Audio NL Shadow 
VARIOUS ARTISTS Urban Nights Presents: The 

Chicago Proiect Narada Jazz 

XTC A Coat Of Many Cupboards (4CD) Caroline 
NEIL YOUNG Are You Passionate? Warner Bros. 

MARCH 29 

ATOMIC BRCHWAX Spit Blood Meteor City 
DARRELL BANKS ... Is Here! Sepia-Tone 
TAMI HART What Passed Between Us Mr Lady 
KYLESA Kylesa Prank 
MARS VOLTA Tremulant GSL 
MILKY WIMPSHAKE Lovers. Not Fighters Troubleman 

PORNSTORE JANITOR Porn Again Scooch Pooch 
VALSE TRISTE Valse Ttiste Six Weeks 
VARIOUS ARTISTS Shock Waves—Great Prank 
Hits Prank 
TONY JOE WHITE Train I'm One ( reissue) 
Sepia-tone-Revolver 
WORLD/INFERNO FRIENDSHIP Just The Best 
Party Gem Blandsten 

APRIL 2 

THE APEX THEORY Topsy-Turvy Dream Works 
ARSON Lacerate The Sky Resurrection A D 
CAPITOL CITY DUSTERS Rock Creek Dischord 
CAVE CATE SAMMY Love Me Like Crazy Rubric 
CRAIG ARMSTRONG As If To Nothing Astralwerks 
EL GUAPO Super/System Dischord 
ENGINE DOWN Demure Lovitt 
FIVER Here It Comes Devil In The Woods 
M.R.I. All That Glitters Force Inc -EFA 
SHANA MORRISON 7 Wishes Vanguard 
MOKIRA Plee Mille Plateaux-EFA 
MY MORNING JACKET/SONGS: OHIA Split ( EP) 
Jade Tree 
NEW RADIANT STORM KING Winters Kill 
Rainbow Quartz 
REGENCY BUCK Deliverance Dream Works 
REPUTATION The Reputation Initial 
SUCRA MC'S Da Album Ace Fu 
VARIOUS ARTISTS Rarewerks. Vol. 2 Astralwerks 
VARIOUS ARTISTS This Is Where I Belong. The 
Songs Of Ray Davies And The Kinks Rykodisc 
DAVID ZOLLO The Big Night Trailer-Rubric 

APRIL 9 

ADEN Topsiders Teenbeal 
DAVE BRUBECK & PAUL DESMOND 1975: The 
Duets ( reissue) Verve 
CHRISINTI Chrisinti VP 
ROSEMARY CLOONEY Swing Around Rosie 
(reissue) Verve 
THE CROWN Crowned In Terror Metal Blade 
DARK DAY DAWNING Nothing That I Wouldn't 
Give Resurrection A.D. 
DANIEL DEBOURG Tell The World Dream Works 

DUPLEXPLANET RADIO HOUR Duplexplanet Radio 
Hour (2CD) Carrot Top 
EARSHOT Letting Go Warner Bros. 
ELLA FITZGERALD Whisper Not ( reissue) Verve 
FREAKY FLOW Keep It Live Moonshine 
STAN GETZ Stan Getz & The Cool Sounds 
(reissue) Verve 
GOO GOO DOLLS Guttedlowers Warner Bros 
IMPERIAL TEEN On Merge 
INFORMATIK Nymphomatik Metropolis 
KASHIEF LINDO Love Knows The Way VP 
MEDESKI MARTIN AND WOOD Uninvisible Blue Note 
PETER MURPHY Dust Metropolis 
NINA NASTASIA The Blackened Air Touch and Go 
HEATHER NOVA South V2 
OSCAR PETERSON Soul Espanol (reissue) Verve 

BONNIE RAITT Silver Lining Capitol 
PETE SEEGER Greatest Hits Columbia Legacy 
SLICK SHOES Slick Shoes Tooth And Nail 
LUKE SLATER Alright On Top Mute 
SOUL CENTER III Mute 
VARIOUS ARTISTS A Low Watt Document' 
Melodic Marvels Shut Eye 
TOM WAITS Alice Anti-Epitaph 
TOM WAITS Red Drum Anti-Epitaph 
VARIOUS ARTISTS The Only Blip Hop Record 
You'll Ever Need Vol. 1 Luaka Bop 
VARIOUS ARTISTS Total Togetherness Volume 12 VP 

APRIL 16 

ACID HOUSE KINGS Mondays Are Like Tuesdays 
And Tuesdays Are Like Wednesdays Parasol 
ATB Dedicated Radikal 
DENALI Denali Jade Tree 
DIANOGAH Millions Of Brazilians Southern 

EMERSON DRIVE Emerson Drive Dream Works 
JIMMY FALLON The Bathroom Wall Dream Works 
LIZ JANES Done Gone Fire Asthmatic Kitty 
FAITH KLEPPINGER Asleep In The Well Two Sheds 
PEDRO THE LION Control Jade Tree 
SCHILLER Dream of You ( EP) Radikal 
ABE SCHWARTZ The Klezmer King Legacy 
SKRATCH COMMANDO Incredible DJ's Bomb 
Hip-Hop 
SOUNDTRACK Bird Columbia Legacy 
SOUNDTRACK Round Midnight Columbia Legacy 
SOUNDTRACK Straight. No Chaser Columbia Legacy 
SOUNDTRACK MIND Elementary School Talent 
Show Shut Eye 
STARLET When Sun Falls On My Feet Parasol 
SUKILOVE Talking In The Dark Hidden Agenda-
Parasol 
DAVE TARRAS Tanz! ( reissue) Legacy 
VARIOUS ARTISTS Avenue A To The Great White 
Way Legacy 
VARIOUS ARTISTS Location Is Everything Vol. 1 
Jade Tree 
VARIOUS ARTISTS To Spirit Back The Mews 
Asthmatic Kitty 

APRIL 23 

27 Animal Life Kimchee 
WILLIE BOBO A New Dimension ( reissue) Verve 
FREDDIE BRUNO The Ball Point Composer Uprok 
CORNERSHOP Handcream For A Generation 
Wina-V2-Beggars Group 
EARTH, WIND á FIRE That's The Way Of The 
World Alive In ' 75 Columbia Legacy 
FURTHERMORE She And I Tooth And Nail 
GOMEZ In Our Gun Virgin 
WAYNE GRATZ A Place Without Noise Narada 
ASTRUD GILBERTO The Shadow Of Your Smile 
(reissue) Verve 
JOHNNY PAYCHECK The Soul 8 The Edge. The 
Best Of Johnny Paycheck Epic Legacy 
LUNA Romantica Jet Set 
BRAD MEHLDAU Warner Bros. 
WES MONTGOMERY Willow Weep For Me 
(reissue) Verve 
MESHELL NDEGEOCELLO Cookie: The 
Anthropological Mix Tape Maverick 
OF MONTREAL Aldhill Arboretum Kindercore 
SIZZLA The Story Unfolds (Best Of) VP 
SOUL HOOLIGAN Music Like Dirt Warner Bros. 
TAKE 6 Beautiful World Wamer Bros. 
TALL PAUL Back And Forth Moonshine 
VARIOUS ARTISTS Exposure 4 Foot 11 
SARAH VAUGHAN It's A Man's World ( reissue) Verve 
MARGARET WHITING The Jerome Kern Songbook 
(reissue) Verve 
XHOL CARAVAN Motherfucker Live + 12- inch 
(2x1.1,) Streamline-Drag City 

APRIL 30 

TREY ANASTASIO Elektra 
VARIOUS ARTISTS Verve Remixed Verve 
VARIOUS ARTISTS Verve Unmixed (reissue) 
Verve 
WONDERL1CK Wonderlick Future Farmer 

MAY 7 

GABRIELA ANDERS Warner Bros. 
THE BLAMED Give Us Barrabas Tooth And Nail 

BK d ASSOCIATES BK & Associates Uprok 
BOUNTY KILLER Ghetto Dictionary The 
Mystery- VP 
BOUNTY KILLER Ghetto Dictionary The Art Of 
War" VP 
BRAUN/BROWN/WHALUM Warner Bros. 
NORMAN BROWN Warner Bros. 
CROOKED FINGERS Reservoir Songs EP Merge 
WILL DOWNING Sensual Journey GRP 
ENON High Society Touch and Go 
DIZZY GILLESPIE Afro (reissue) Verve 
HOME TOWN HERO Maverick 
STAN KENTON The Formative Years ( reissue) Verve 
JACK LOGAN 8, BOB KIMBELL Woodshedding 
Parasol 
LOUDERMILK The Red Record Dream Works 

FREDDIE MCGREGOR For You VP 
RADAR BROTHERS And The Surrounding 
Mountains Merge 
JOSHUA REDMAN TRIO Warner Bros. 
ST, THOMAS I'm Coming Home MISRA 
TIME SPENT DRIVING Just Enough Bright Sessions 
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"They are anthems in waiting, willing soundtracks 
to heartbreak everywhere...they're gonna be huge, 
any day now" NME 



B
each Boys inspire future rock writer. Stay tuned for more 
blockbusters like "Emo Kid To Wear Chunky Glasses And 

Sweater" or "Rapper Boasts Of Wealth, Prowess." 
Certainly, the Beach Boys' influence on rock artists and those 

who write about them has been well documented. But that's the 

Beach Boys of Pet Sounds, a record deserving of its rep as brilliant, 

visionary poperaft. But there's also the Beach Boys of :he matching 
candy-stripe shirts singing in tight harmonies about cars and surf-

ing, which is still quality pop music, if a bit corny. And then there's 

towheaded me, early in my grade-school career, creating stage sets 

and pantomime instruments from my set of Giant Tinkertoys to lip-

synch to the Beach Boys' Wow! Great Concert. 

The guitars—medium-length red tube into the side of single-

hole gray disc for acoustic, five-hole disc for electric—looked more 

like banjos, I knew. The mic stands were more successful: long 

green tubes inserted into the center of a gray disc, with a gray cou-

pling piece a decent approximation of a Letterman mic on top. My 

backline was made up of the box the Tinkertoys came in, leftover 

pieces and sofa cushions. This is how I spent Saturday afternoons, 

miming what was coming out of the hi-fi to my left, facing an audi-

ence made up of the marks left in the carpet by my mother's indus-

trial-sized vacuum cleaner. 

The songs included early Beach Boys hits like "Fun, Fun, Fun," 

"Little Deuce Coupe," and "I Get Around," as well as covers of Jan 

And Dean's "Little Old Lady (From Pasadena)," which certainly 
made sense, and of "Monster Mash" and the Rivington's "Papa-

Oom-Mow-Mow," which didn't. (Ile album was a part of a two-

record set called High Water, by the way, joining Wow! with Good 

Vibrations in a gatefold sleeve with generic photos of waves and 

sand, making the whole thing even more tawdry.) If my taste is fore-

told in any of this, it's in the way that the melodies sawed against 
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the screech of the crowd and the hiss of an old stylus weighted with 
a nickel taped to the top-15 years later, and that's My Bloody 

Valentine. Musically, though, I was as affected by my dad's power 

tools and the sound of race cars circling a dirt track as by these 

classic American pop tunes. Lyrically, it's a different story. 
I never separated the tales of driving around in your hot rod 

with the idea of going onstage to sing about it. For all I knew, the 

Beach Boys were a Buckaroo Banzai-like all-star team of car racers, 

surfers and singers. From our little South Jersey house bordered in 

front by a busy two-lane and in back by a dusty farm, "I'm getting 

bugged driving up and down the same old strip/ I gotta find a new 

place where the kids are hip" may as well have been Luke 

Skywalker whining about going into Toshi Station to pick up some 

power converters. My pretending to play those songs was less a 

desire to be onstage or make music, but to join in the fantasy of that 

world. Music had just started to be my way out of a life I already 

wasn't so comfortable in. 
I didn't really listen to the Beach Boys again until my senior 

year of college, when a friend who counted it among his favorite 

records gave me Pet Sounds (a used copy of a Dutch pressing, con-

tinuing the theme of low-rent introductions to the band). I loved it, 

but that's far from the point here; I can't say that the memories came 
flooding back or that I felt some grand connection to weekend after-

noons spent without outsized plastic building toys and an imagined 

life with a band of hard-driving, surfing musicians. By then, my 

escape into music was permanent. Listening to Pet Sounds in my 

squalid apartment near the Rutgers campus, I sunk into the record's 

sweet melancholy, and for a while I was home. 

Scott Frampton gets around, indeed, as the supreme overlord Editor-

In-Chief of CMJ New Music Monthly. 
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Congratulations to Carbon Leaf. 
The winner of the first ever Coca-Cola New Music Award! 

50 bands were chosen. 10 performed live at the CMJ Music Marathon. 5 hit the 
road on a nationwide tour. 3 gave it their all in Los Angeles. Only 1 went all 
the way to the AMAs. 

The best unsigned band in America has been discovered. 
Log on to www.newmusicaward.com for the whole story. 
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